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··senior Motnents··
Since 1960

eureka
A SELECTION OF ORIGINAL IDEAS
COLLECTED OVER 40 YEARS, FREE
FOR YOU TO USE OR EXPAND UPON.
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Being Creative makes you Think
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If"Senior Moments" gets you to smile or nod, then .it's good.
Creating is stimulating. Getting a new Idea turns us on. All
I have to do is direct my attention to creating, and I produce.
I always carry a pencil and paper with me wherever I go.
In a fleeting second I could look at an existing product, and
my mind turns to constructive change. Just for the fun and
novelty. I usually come up with something new. It does not
have to be practical. Let the innovative master minds develop
it further.
It pleases me, and it could please you very easily.
I know that there is some merit to my thousands of Original
Ideas. Those who are gifted with their hands and inventive
can carry the ideas forward.
Those who are handicapped, in a nursing home, confined to
their homes -- or have idle time - are now able to use their
minds in a different way. Just by thinking novelty. Look at
magazine and newspaper ads. Check your car over. Check
out a new room as you enter. One after another. Surely you
can think of a new slant, write it down, collect them. It will
occupy you mind and bring you comfort.
These ideas are all new to me, and there was never my intent
to use someone else's creations. So use them if you wish,
they are Free from me to you. But if you want to produce
any one or more of them, please go thru the proper procedure
to achieve them as your own.
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Extra weight on man's shooting arm when playing billiards. Stronger stroke.
Magnetized top of blanket with necklace or wrist band, to keep covers on.
Seniors men going to dance, darken eyebrows & ·side bums. Wash away later.
Married couple in bed have temperature control each side.
Cool or hot cap at night when relaxing/watching T.V. in bed.
Black square or triangle combined with white vinyl on kitchen floor.
No need to leave Sun City. No cell phones needed. "Keep distance in car."
Married seniors try sleeping head-to-toe. Not to tilt blanket.
Electronic control of hand saw when cutting straight line.
When hearing Spanish on recording, get to supervisor to complain.
"English only spoken" at estate sales in Sun City.
Wall outlet has color when plug of the same color when inserted.
Squeeze fat out of round hamburger patties you make.
Gate to keep dog in, can be extended higher.
Three legged stool has forth leg under seat to lower, stabilizer.
False, colorful butterflies flapping their wings on living room plants.
Inhale a medical solution thru nose. Leads to brain/heart. Not tranquilizer.
Pencil sharpener on desk.
A cluster of small lights turned on at night at base of tree.
Basketball, football, baseball blankets for sale to watch your T.V. sport.
A small toilet seat in living room with clock. A fun thing.
Cut out center design of cake, to be placed in separate platter. Fill w/fruit.
When seniors don't feel well, they can figure out the nature of trouble.
Paper alphabet box for child to scatter and learn to put back in order.
A walking bridge across a home pool. Can sit, bathe, cool feet.
First car with wheels for 5 to 8 yr. olds. Learn amber, green, red lights.
Make spoon or fork heavier if you have tremor, while eating.
No book to interpret dreams. Just forget them. No one knows why.
A field of green grass grows higher, cut into heart shape for deceased.

IDEAS - MAY 20, 2008
8920. T.V. lights up before kiddy programs, since they can't tell time.
8921. Box of putty, plus soft animal outlines. Kids can make different animals.
8922. Handbags on wall near ladies outfits, to show what was worn before.
8923. "I'm a sharp old man. Can remember it all." Printed on cap/tee shirt.
8924. Double handed holders, inches apart, on ceramic coffee/tea cup.
8925. 4 or 5 lawn bag supports standing upright. Finish w/1, there are 4left.
8926. Heat gloves in microwave for one minute if wintry cold.
8927. A razor blade on inside clip, about 1" long.
8928. 4 or 5 table mats atop of one another, to easily change scene.
8929. Put a curved back stretcher under your mattress. About 4' deep.
8930. In a black-out emergency, keep fridge./freezer going.
8931. Battery free radio/lights in every room in a emergency.
8932. Palm size wallet can secure around wrist.
8933. "Old Fart" tee shirt for seniors. When press fart sounds, for laughs.
8934. A piece of soap into bed socks, to prevent cramps while sleeping.
8935. "I like your pet dog, Jamie, because I like you." Pillow gift.
8936. Should be able to use or recharge C-phones in emergency.
893 7. A small magnifying glass clipped on eye glass frame to twist on.
8938. A football helmet (a gag) to keep ladies hair in place if windy.
8939. A small plant in your home, grows and blossoms into$$ bills. Gag.
8940. The loud noise of ladies heels in office can be dimmed.
8941. Let children make their own bowling game, with a baseball & shoes.
8942. Your favorite picture of pet on throw rug as you enter house.
8943. The composer of music on CD's should be listed under singers name.
8944. When you're offended or hurt in your mind, turn to sports/activity.
8945. Cookies should be shaped like states for children.
8946. The trunk of a car looks like smile. For laughs.
8947. Why not a father holding his son's blanket. How much he loves his son.
8948. Rough comer of handkerchief can be used to clean blood accident.
8949. For ill seniors to shower, the seat should have high lifts help get up.
8950. Children can play together checkers, with funny design.
8951. The button on man' s pants should slide a inch or two, either way.
8952. If you feel going to bathroom before sleep & can't, farting is good for you1

IDEAS - MAY 27, 2008
8953. A group of family pictures, the parents highlighted in color, outstanding.
8954. Nail clipper edge, sharp on the bottom, padded on the top, to avoid bleeding.
8955. A tortoise, picture, nailed on door, :"Don't rush".
8956. Plastic head cover attached to post of umbrella to protect hairdo.
8957. Support stretched socks fat at calves. Don't show skinny legs.
8958. People standing outside smoking, the cigarette snuffs out Y2.
8959. On tee shirt printed, "When all else fails, have a laugh."
8960. Front of tee shirt as high as back.
8961. Short pencil clipped onto blank paper, to fit in shirt pocket.
8962. On side impact of cars, back seat holding child slides away from crash.
8963. Beams between doors of car should be steel to protect side passengers.
8964. The purse hook, magnetize atop of table, straps twisted many times, safety.
8965. Coloring book for child to fill in blank pictures of Mom & Dad, Gramps.
8966. A religious symbol near your pillow to pray before sleep.
8967. Any jar for special cream, use half, add liquid vitamin E, C for more usage.
8968. For ladies restoring gray to dark hair, leave touch of gray. Like Jay Leno.
8969. Weighted handle on kitchen tools to reduce tremor.
8970. "A heart patient's guide to life." For everybody.
8971. Keep a fake mushy brain near your favorite chair. Learn to touch happy area.
8972. Print muscles on chest and anns of man's tee shirt.
8973. When the clock says 12 noon or 12 a.m., clap hands and smile.
8974. Chocolate cookies made softer in jar if hardened by adding drops of water.
8975. Genuine leather seat cushions scattered around Dr's. waiting room.
8976. Turn metal on pencil and more eraser rises.
8977. A ladies purse w/handles at each end, to hold paper book in waiting room.
8978. Snow plow can tilt load either direction.
8979. Magnifying glass on visor to see street signs ahead.
8980. Magnetic numbers, 1 to 25 for child to learn numerals
8981 . Overhead handle in tub to lift yourself out of seat or tub.
8982. A medicated cigarette, no tobacco, just inhale what is good for lungs.
8983. Give child $5 to $10 in Mall. He'll learn what he can buy.
8984. A ho~ more than a whistle to alert neighbors if you fall walking at night.
8985. A toy piggy bank: drop coins in, they evacuate thru his rear.

IDEAS - JUNE 3, 2008
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A colorful toilet paper, cute, when child learns to use toilet.
Keep taking arthritic .9love on and off to stimulate heat in hands.
Make dark eye brows on dog, if head appears bald. Can wash off.
French fries mixed in wlhamburger sauce. Not sandwich.
Add W' cloth w/button to man's pants above zipper, if gaining weight.
A light attached to arms, automatically on, when going walking at night.
Stretchy fabric on back of men's collar, to button shirt if gain weight.
Listerine bottle (contents) gets stronger as it shrinks, over months.
Answering machine message says "speak your phone number slowly."
Man's fingers distinctly shown to extend bra in back, with hooks.
Two garage doors to warm garage in winter, even if one is open.
A decorated path to out door pool, curved& bordered with flowers.
Make water in your home pool prettier with blue tile on bottom.
Top of patio wall covered with 1' of flowers, artificial.
A megaphone carried at night when going for wal14
5" elevated toilet seat. More space in center. Tilt to cleanse yourself.
For elders, urinating into urinal. Even when standing at toilet.
End of Ben Gay tube has stronger lotion at end.
As you lay down to sleep, select the better side of your rear.
If a thief enters car, at night or day time, lights flash & hom sounds.
Every other fmger nail for ladies, show a different color red.
Dental floss should get thicker as you floss.
Paste a small round griper on top edge of nail clipper.
Double magnetic bracelet, one atop another.
Remove thermal knee flap for awhile, then restore.
For ballroom dancing, carry a spray can to soften your fit.
Back of shoe stretches a bit to slip foot into shoe.

IDEAS -JUNE 10, 2008
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Bottom of Bikini for ladies 30 to 50 yrs. Old. More coverage.
Pedal for your circulation while watching T.V., can be compressed.
Four golf balls, cut in half and bonded together at bottom of cane.
Small football, basketball, baseball, golf as handle on cane.
Saddlebag on Walker should have two, extending all the way to bottom.
Wheelchair person should have deck of cards, to socialize w/others.
Medicine container in car, or glove compartment, cooled.
Restless leg syndrome relief bottle. Shaped like a woman's leg.
Your favorite lyrics of your favorite songs. In golf cart. Keeps you singing.
Your favorite vegetable juice, cold, in car along with water.
Carry toilet paper in trunk, if you have to go. Potty in back of car.
Earrings can be made into different sizes. Same earring.
Musician at S.C. dance announces two endings, couples to practice dips.
Zip-front caftan, the ladies can expose areas to please hubby at night.
Special cushion for comer of bed. Love making. Man standing, to begin.
Heated wax bath for hands or feet. Heals arthritis.
A white eraser for fountain pen, on top of pen.
A T.V./radio ad should repeat phone, name three times.
When reading the Bible, the book mark is a magnifier.
Classified newspapers carry slim putty, to enlarge type.
Secondary thin magnifying glass over watch. Can be detached.
Saran -wrap hanging on wall like paper towels. Not in box.
Walker tray can extend legs, higher to your body.
Disposable latex gloves washed, still on hands, used again.
A simple, normal hearing aid to use at home for phone, T.V., radio.
Special larger spoon to designate a teaspoon full.
Magnifying glass around neck, necklace, features picture of parents.
Minor hearing aid for T.V., phone, placed back of glasses.

IDEAS - JUNE 17, 2008
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A diner fork angled 1-2-3-4 different angles for cutting dinner.
Can plastic bags be melted in a microwave?
Super market has non-frre gadget in parking lot, to destroy plastic bags.
Why must elderly have heart trouble? An injection to clear arteries?
Attach your medical problems on watch strap.
Put bed pillow under legs in bed for comfort and turning, sleeping.
A pillow between legs that stays in place, when you sleep.
If you cannot sleep, your !pod plays your favorites for one hour, shuts off.
A red light on car dash to show going over speed limit. Blinking light.
In Emergency, if you have bowel movement in car, stop at nearest business.
Put tape or Velcro on screw, if not fat enough.
A magnifying glass, cushion on pencil that slides up & down.
Ladies old type stylish hi-heels can be made a decorative keepsake.
A plastic bottle to spray yourself for urine/defecation odor on self.
Can bio-feedback control blood to brain, brain to heart. Keep flowing.
The second time you hear a recording on your phone, it should be louder.
A red circle on phone, press, and the conversation gets louder.
To clip a ad from newspaper, one end of ruler has razor blade.
A whistle can be softer or very loud.
A metal paper clip in different colors.
Plastic spray bottles should have arrow to open, and start.
Hankies with off color corners in case nose bleed.
Decorate the bandage you wear, if minor cut.
Sun City club sales, a gong should ring when sale is made.
Flavored straws to stir coffee. Cinnamon, chocolate.
A rocking chair for smaller pets.
Baseball, football, basketball quilt, with proper pillow covers.
Wear socks in bed w pieces of soap to help circulation.
A pretty purse, small, for ladies to wear around neck.
While listening to good music, your pencil sounds like a piano.
Tissues enclosed in hankies for bleeding.
At swimming pool, for elders, a robe decorated like bikini.
Sun City dance clubs should have shoe stretchers.
Dance shoes, ballroom can stretch if you dance a lot.

IDEAS - JUNE 24, 2008
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Scissor cuttings into two or three pails of waste baskets.
Handbag organizer hangs in your closet by size. Smallest on top.
Bed height can be a notch higher at head of bed.
Translation at bottom of T.V. screen, for the bee-bop singers of today.
Padded wireless ear phones along w/Cell phone to watch couples dance.
Elastic back support for men around back of pants, loose until needed.
Personal sound amplifier in shirt pocket, w/only one ear phone.
A doctor's nurse should call hospitalized patient, after surgery.
"WWII veteran" sign held up if car stuck on road.
"Need Cell phone" sign held up, if stuck on road.
Date when pictures were taken should be on front side of photo.
Extra visor hangs down about 6" from car visor, see-through sun, night.
Compression support hose, move up and down every few hours.
Write new beginning for Senior Moments book. Make it funny.
Clicker to open car should also start A/Cor heater.
Man's belt or buttons loosen when he sits down to eat.
Man's belt or buttons loosen when entering car.
Ladies, when they go to dance/social affair, have 1 lens in purse to read.
Double-face tape around screw/bolt if can't tighten any more.
Bottom of men's caps, under button, carries hair growth medicine.
When you strip off masking tape, a comer is exposed for next job.
Shoe rack for ladies identifies which dress she wore last time.
Batteries rejuvenate in flashlight, for years.
Pillow for widower to sleep on, has picture of wife face on both sides.
Large, fake dog in back yard, growls and barks if another animal appears.
Magnetic wrist or shoulder necklace to eliminate pain. Tighten fist.
A foot bath next to bed before sleep. Warm.
Vertical or horizontal blinds have different colors, which blend.
Curtin valence can rotate for different appearance.

IDEAS - JULY 1, 2008
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If two way foot stretcher can't do it up front, how about back of shoe?
Screw gets thicker on top as you tighten.
Top of closed fountain pen, w/clip. The clip can become small pencil.
On a phone at end of each aisle in super market, call for help.
When you go over the speed limit, it registers on dash. Cops check dash.
A cane has an extra rod to pick up items, if dropped.
SpecialS minute version of news on T.V. for seniors.
Sex offenders on streets/jail should be given medicine to reduce urge.
Inhale deeply thru mouth/nose for short period to help ailing heart
The American flag on top of man's tee-shirt. Concave, open collar.
Have more police stations-smaller-in suburbia.
Wheelchair seniors: "Do you have any questions?" A sign.
If sneezes are good for you - how do you get them going?
A red tattoo over sandals on ankle for ladies.
Double high heels for ladies.
Lady wearing hosiery with decoration at ankle.
A catalog center in hardware store, instead of mailing for items.
Can large wind blowers used to control direction of forest fires?
Form clouds in the sky to rain on fires.
Cap on tire tells if it is time to rotate tires.
Ring guards to protect from slipping, a brighter color.
Arch support which wraps under socks can be loosened during day.
Locked doors set alarm at night, when tampered with.
"Think all the time." Fires, ships sinking. Is there a eventual solution?
A thin flexible rod top and bottom of large American flag, flying outside.
Can raise special4-5" toilet seat, to urinate and not soil.
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IDEAS - JULY 12, 2008
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Butterfly patches, magnetic, for dents or scratches on car.
Save green clips from supermarket bags for tomato plants clips.
Wear suspenders, men when going out to eat. No loosen buttons.
Men's leisure shorts can be zipped closer to legs.
While waiting for red light to change, make idling speed slower.
Sporty men's driving caps have false hair in back & sideburns.
"Men wanted" ad with four ladies, "We're available to dance."
Tight elastic waist for men' s shorts. No zipper in front.
Could arthritic gloves reduce tremor, in public?
Part in the same area at super market, no trouble fmding car.
Put scotch tape on giant nippers to cut toes, w/no bleeding.
Vertical hold in ladies bra to hold car & home keys.
Hamburger sandwich with fruits.
A home pool right outside your kitchen or patio.
A cooling mist/A/C under patio cover during summer.
On sofa, another arm can be lowered so you have favorite chair.
A ottoman can become a small bed for children visitors.
Triple decor with two tops.
Pole in center of outdoor hot tub can provide 8' shade.
A bagel sandwich, if too large, can be cut in half for microwave.
Hamburger sandwich can be open for soup plate. Eaten like soup.
Special side plate on table for raisins, prunes, apricots, nuts.
Beep, beep, beep sound when backing out of garage. For children.
Or, back up into parking space. When you leave you can see children.
Wood frames outside windows repel dust with polished surface.
Free estimate handyman brings gift.
When a ladder is open, there should be a pole in center to steady.
After mowing lawn, sprinklers stay in place. Many.
Crane sculptures, tall, elongated can be drinking fountain for birds.
Patio bench could be a tribute to deceased spouse. Elegant words.
Fancy wood fence surrounds your tribute to lost spouse.
Brick wall treated to prevent sod from growing close.
"Handyman welcome." Sign at front door.

IDEAS -JULY 15,2008
9163.
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9171.
9172.
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9175.
9176.
9177.
9178.
91 79.
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Springs, on bottom of outside patio chairs, makes sitting like hammock.
A bubbly water in center of outside patio table.
A mister on top of golf cart, for cooling.
Tum baseball cap sideways if windy day in golf cart.
Large molded soap holder, five fingers, to grab to lift yourself up.
Printing, fun joke, at bottom of toilet roll.
On your phone recording, repeat clearly, your name & phone number.
An extended umbrella w/mister, on patio to sit in shade, cooler.
Swimmers can make a cup wlhands for better strokes.
Can sit on small waterfall in home pool.
Picture of deceased atop decorative water fountain.
You can sit on wooden bridge atop home waterfall to cool feet.
A rope, or rope ladder under valence, dropped from window to lower self.
Ladder attached to floor for stronger grip, not window sill, to escape fire.
A dog wagging it's tail. Why? What's in it to make it wag?
Hamburger sandwich: inside is thong, bra and bikini. To eat, joke.
Hang a bikini in patio for laughs.
Single seat in front of grill, w/ umbrella atop.
Make any entrance on your property at night dangerous for intruder.
On paint can have portable spout to pour paint into smaller can.
Flat colorful rocks surround base of tree to beatify.
One small window, opened, to get into house if you misplace keys.
At bottom of foot bath, have rubber mat w/bumps to massage feet.
Put quart frozen ice cream in microwave for few seconds.
Of 4 chairs around kitchen table, one has steps to climb up. Ladder.
Buy small T.V. set for shirt pocket. Dance lessons only, repeat & repeat only.
Jewelry kept in medicine chest, looking like medicine.
Two hangers, one clasp, two rods for two pants and two shirts.
How to strike fear into intruder at night, while everyone is asleep?

IDEAS - JULY 19, 2008
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Toothbrush with a W' or 1" bristles in center.
Patriotic bed cover sheets to cover yourself. Red, white & blue.
Patriotic shower curtain.
After boiling soup, stirring with heavy spoon, the spoon lights up.
Seed sticks 12" high into patio ground. Flowers pop up, w/ tulips.
A billiard cue stick points to spot on ball where to hit.
If tire blows on car, the lug bolts loosen up.
Seniors in wheelchairs should be able to stand upright, for a change.
If a carrier pilot over shoots runway, another device for safe landing?
A spiritual figure in pool room, when miss close shots. On ceiling.
Steering wheel, prods you awake, when limp hands on wheel. Asleep.
Mix gasoline w!Ethanol to cut down on gas use.
Where dog eats, a picture of him on wall.
A special large spoon to stir Oatmeal. For eating too.
Five near misses in billiard game, gives you one point.
Ice cubes in shape of distinctive states.
Tee tongs squeeze out different flavors in hot tea.
Tee bag rests on candy spoon for different flavors.
Chocolate kisses in front of pretty face on table.
Many kitchen table place mats on top of one another, change look.
If kidnapped and locked in trunk, break back light, stick hand out.
Special treat for dessert from microwave: raisins, prunes, apricots.
Scratch pad w/holder for coupons and pencils.
Billiard glasses tinted, hole in glasses to aim at ball.
Extra key for car on home carried in back of wide sunglasses.
Fall asleep reading book. Open slot in blanket for hands, holds book.
If a woman about to be raped, she uses her nails to tear hard penis.
Toes of a foot scale marked for same position.
More close-ups during play off sports games.
Stair treads, horizontal, also vertical designs for visual affects.
A flashlight makes popular Yellow Face into different patterns.
Ceiling fans with alternating floral designs, as spin.

IDEAS - JULY 22, 2008
9224. Backpack for women with many errands, includes bottle of water, c-phone.
9225. Carry lots of change - quarters - for a tip.
9226. If hand tremor for drinking out of cup, try to use a straw.
9227. Pedal exerciser for both circulation of feet or ankles, or whole foot.
9228. Handbag caddy atop table and beneath, have folded strap around handle.
9229. Any size RX pill can be cut in half, all in the same slot.
9230. Nail clippers only cut a small fraction of toe nail. Not to reach skin.
9231 . Stick tooth pick into tooth paste. Cleans and removes plaque.
9232. Nitroglycerin bra to help ladies with heart problems.
9233. Panties removed to put atop toilet seat. Then into purse
9234. Button bra/hooks in front to loosen or tighten bra.
9235. Colored T-shirt open to see around neck.
9236. Build a slant on flat condo roofs. No puddles of standing water.
9237. Double locks on cars. Electronic hit, hear it click, then hand key.
9238. If thieves break windows of cars, loud hom keeps sounding.
9239. Tricky turns of home keys, or car, to thwart thieves.
9240. Put dirty sneakers in cleaning box w/compound before sleep.
9241. Ladies wearing short skirts, uncomfortable, can lengthen them.
9242. Young girl, teens, have HIV tattoo in groin area to stop rapes.
9243. A doll, in vinyl clear case, exactly the picture of your baby princess.
9244. The last elder brother/sister should have history of family written.
9245. A soft ball has pictures of Earth. Touch one spot, lights up & see country.
9246. If couples do tricky dance steps, they should be told to repeat. Others learn.
9247. Yell ow markers high light Bible. The marker itself should appear religious.
9248. One side of scissor blade can be used as razor.
9249. A foam pad in bath tub for the back. Good circulation.
9250. Foam sandals w/thick sponge to clean kitchen tile floor.
9251. Tilt, sign in front of toilet seat, to remind you to lean forward.
9252, Create ideas before sleep and see them developed in my dreams.
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IDEAS - JULY 29, 2008
9253.
9254.
9255.
9256.
9257.
9258.
9259.
9260.
9261.
9262.
9263.
9264.
9265.
9266.
9267.
9268.
9269.
9270.
9271.
9272.
9273.
9274.
9275.
9276.
9277.
9278.
9279.
9280.
9281.
9282.

"I'm not dead. Look around my home." For relatives to clean up after.
A smaller woman's bag fits onto larger one.
Adjustable hanger can stretch men's pants at waist, by twisting top.
Dancing doll couples on disc tape, demonstrate waltz, tango, rumba, etc.
Tighten pressure on cover around bleeding, to make it stop.
Am I entitled to be in Guinness Book of Records, w/thousands of ideas?
A medical attendant desk in Emergency Room updates your turn.
Solar-powered bird light up your window, outside & inside.
Men's foot nails in sandals painted black.
A muscle T -shirt for men. Colorful muscles printed on arms & chest.
On windy days in golf cart, men's cap circles ears- not to fly off.
Shut golf cart, take keys. No diversions.
Dress up worn carpets. Different design on top.
Pull behind front sit, a cover to protect car wheel from sun, when parked.
The larger the cushioned hub caps, easier to ride on if car has flat.
Center a curved cushion, upward, for your favorite chair.
Marriage picture frame lights up at night.
Skip-a-day electric razor for men.
A Bikini shaped pillow between men's legs when sleeping.
Ladies driving in car alone, wear men's plaid driving cap.
I.D. under lip of sneakers, if women going jogging.
Catalog items in Walgreen' s, CVS, Supper Market.
Suspenders for men also good if putting on weight.
A sweater in summer time hangs in back of car seat for A/C.
How do you make dressy sneakers?
Small tires under car. Slide down to use as flat lifts.
Electric 3-wheel scooter enables you to stand. Seat there to fall back on.
Folded seat on one side of walker if needed.
A 3-wheeler slim together and lets you walk along side.
Attached chemical to shower head to soothe arthritis.

IDEAS - AUGUST 5, 2008
9283.
9284.
9285.
9286.
9287.
9288.
9289.
9290.
9291.
9292.
9293.
9294.
9295.
9296.
9297.
9298.
9299.
9300.
9301.
9302.
9303.
9304.
9305.
9306.
9307.
9308.
9309.
9310.
9311.
9312.
9313.

Smaller tires, less flats, less gas.
"I don' t have to think/do what my brain tells me." Could mislead.
You're achy all day, yet the night can be wonderful.
Restaurant will serve half-full order for ladies, wives, girlfriends.
Man's shoulder support to avoid hunchback.
Police cars roaming U.S. cities, should be bullet proof.
A musician to put piano keys w1der & along side keyboard.
Multi-colored shoe laces for ladies.
Leave T.V. on while asleep, no sound. See if it affects dreams?
Men' s open collar, also has Y2 bow tie on each side.
To make parachute landing more stable, another small chute opens.
Clip on springy heels on shoes when seniors go for a walk.
Men wear two pair of stockings, first thin, to strengthen walk/gym.
Put special toilet paper under briefs. Could be used top of toilet.
Atop toilet seat, a softer second seat to tilt you forward. Eliminate.
In one container, hot & cold water bottle separated. Cubes on top.
An easier way for wheelchair seniors to go into men's room?
Crushed walnuts, peanuts, raisins, to put into cereal.
Vaseline on finger into nose, eliminate picking.
Magnetic metatarsal pad held by big toe can help foot. Aching back.
The pocket in sleep pajamas may add a scent, reduce dreams.
A springy cane if fall while senior walking, can be pressed at bottom.
Magnetic thumb/wrist band always holds cane erect. Not fall.
Wrist watch and medicali.D. information together.
Wheelchair patients can help stand up w/springy seat. Press button.
The beauty of a ladies ring can be elevated.
Special lumbar support cushions in doctors waiting room.
Bio-feedback can move blood from heart to brain, vice/versa.
Pour wine over leftovers (as gravy) for microwave.
Arched back stretcher can be used under the bed for back support.
Feet on bed, body on floor, would that changed clogged blood flow?

IDEAS - AUGUST 9, 2008
9314.
93 15.
9316.
9317.
9318.
9319.
9320.
9321 .
9322.
9323.
9324.
9325.
9326.
9327.
9328.
9329.
9330.
9331 .
9332.
9333.
9334.
9335.
9336.
9337.
9338.
9339.
9340.
9341.
9342.
9343.
9344.
9345.

Soap & towel near home waterfall pool for shower.
A rocking chair, which can also slide side by side.
A W' back of toilet paper carried in men's back pocket. Hankie.
Is there a way to check your heart flow? A screen gadget atop heart.
You can put two metatarsal pads atop one another.
Men' s cap has a liner inside bottom. Can put cash /check book in.
Camera man takes video pictures of Sun City dances for 2 hours. Sell.
Eye glass frames are thick. Can be used as magnifying glass.
Keep wallet open until credit cards are returned.
Can asphalt on roads absorb pollution?
If exhaust pipes pointed down, with a drop of water/alcohol stop pollution?
Grey earrings, silver tone, for ladies with grey hair.
List of your credits at your niche or grave, folded up.
A full wall mirror on wall of shower/bath.
Wood panels on special walls in house.
A lady hitchhiking inS. C. Under a special palm at comer. Golf Carts only.
Shape dollar bill into a flower, along with other flowers for a gift.
A small amplifier to wear in ear in public. If can't hear speaker.
Necklace around neck can pull up ladies zipper from back.
Put new carpet walker, maybe tile, over large traffic area.
The middle button on a man's dressy suit should be decorative.
A muffler around cell phone, so you don't sound loud in public.
Adjustable under arm crutch can also double as cane.
A cane hooks onto bed, to help you walk to bathroom.
How can you remember to wiggle toes, for circulation?
Instead of tennis ball on Walker, you baseball, football, basketball. Smaller.
Pickle ball practice in racquet ball court.
People in wheelchair can practice dancing in racquet ball court.
Ear plugs to wear in house alone, for T.V./radio sound louder.
Small pen with clip to clip in shirt pocket.
Small pencil with clip, and paper, to clip in shirt pocket.
A small scrub brush for bath tub. Add soap, for bottom of feet.

IDEAS - AUGUST 12, 2008
9346.
9347.
9348.
9349.
9350.
9351.
9352.
9353.
9354.
9355.
9356.
9357.
9358.
9359.
9360.
9361.
9362.
9363.
9364.
9365.
9366.
9367.
9368.
9369.
9370.
9371 .
9372.
9373.
9374.
9375.
9376.

Plant a home-grown flowers, from inside babies booties.
Can't spill tumblers, or cups. Little paste on bottom.
Long tea spoons also straws.
Pineapple, peach, lemon, apple flavors in ice cubes.
Get musician come to my home, on keyboard, make pencil music.
If ladies purse stolen in public, she has button to blow up purse.
Two rolls of toilet paper along side. One for job, the other moist.
Put a W' cushion under colorful toilet seat cover. Design effect.
Bagel sandwich can have raisins/potatoes atop eggs.
Soda can be gravy for leftovers.
Replace worn carpet area with tile design
Can I still produce Ideas from the grave? A psychic? Holy Man?
Carrot fri_es along side French fries.
An old tooth brush to clean large comb.
Famous clip invention, can have adv., on solid center of clip.
Famous clip invention, with Y:z'' razor blade on inside.
Series of age photos of favorite picture. Enhances framed picture.
Pre-cut fruits in fridge, ready for glass of water or tea.
Peeled diced apple in hot tea for taste and nutrition.
Canned vegetables in pantry, put into fridge to keep fresh.
Thin and thick rubber bands, two together, for better use.
Top of sugar jar can be adjusted for teaspoon or tablespoon.
Put man's cap in dishwasher to look new.
Supermarkets encourage customers to check receipt. Provide pencil.
Make overhead fans more attractive w/streamers, more scent.
Screw driver has pin middle. So the screw has hole to fit into.
An offensive odor in life-saving jacket & feet, to repel sharks.
If a car smashes into rear, where children are seated, seats move forward.
A new tire. Cushiony, rubbery, smaller. Less speed for car.
Cushiony tires on wheels to keep riding car if flat.
If chip on car, magnetized/ butterfly desigin.

IDEAS - AUGUST 16,2008
9377.
9378.
93 79.
9380.
9381.
9382.
9383.
9384.
9385.
9386.
93 87.
9388.
9389.
9390.
9391.
9392.
9393.
9394.
9395.
9396.
9397.
9398.
9399.
9400.
9401.
9402.
9403.
9404.
9405.

Have a artist paint one set of blinds. More decorative.
Insulated curtains in winter, press against window panels. Wanner.
A large picture of deceased mate on bed sheet.
Warm socks to keep the feet warm when sleeping.
Electric shocks from life preservers, keeps sharks away.
Men's caps. Extra sun covers folded under brim.
Pencil sharpener also has hole to make eraser soft, & effective.
Deeper soup spoons for eating oatmeal.
Double felt dots for coasters or drinking glass. No spills.
If scratched on wooden kitchen surface, spray floor wax.
Small back pack for ladies instead of a purse.
Wrap around sun glasses, the frames colored blue & red.
Have model plastic heart, showing tube in heart, for a stent.
Less "cute" commercials on T.V. to attract attention.
Gutter trap tosses leaves over and out. No clogging.
Sliced lemons ready to put in Microwave, for leftovers.
Rainbow atop picture frame on a timer.
Walking tile (1 ") above worn out carpet.
Have song in your heart or dance steps - for pleasant dreams.
Visiting grave site, a memorable voice can be heard, from deceased.
Bright, clever sayings near phone to sound proper & appropriate.
Video in car shows how to change flat. Or start stalled car.
If car stalls in traffic, an emergency bolt get you to side of road.
Light flashes on dash if tires are too low.
When approaching red light, take foot off gas and coast. Save gas.
Light flashes on dash board to show page in car book for information.
To fill a nail hole in wall, add putty. Match color of paint w/ felt tip pen.
Can bend spoons & forks to suit you.
Decorate rims of plant holders. Only to enhance beauty.
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IDEAS - AUGUST 19, 2008
9406.
9407.
9408.
9409.
9410.
9411.
9412.
9413.
9414.
9415.
9416.
9417.
9418.
9419.
9420.
9421.
9422.
9423.
9424.
9425.
9426.
9427.
9428.
9429.
9430.
9431.
9432.
9433.
9434.
9435.
9436.

Circle of grass or green carpet around plant, inside or outside.
Play your favorite song/singer every night before sleep. Pleasant dreams.
How can you make your dreams pleasant, if you dream at all?
Special purse carries small umbrella.
A 6" circular cloth at end of small pole, to clean kitchen floor spots.
Bible highlights on scratch pad, like Senior Moments
Restless leg cream not only for bed. Also for feet tingle.
Make something good from bad news. You can enjoy overcoming it.
How to use Vaseline, chest cold ointment, for other healthy uses.
For children, use plastic apples/pears for bowling pins. Use baseball.
A bowl at supermarket checkout. You put keys in, they put keys back.
Wind chimes show figures dancing. Different steps for different figures.
A paper clip can sharpen pencils.
Special chimes ring when doggie goes out, rings again coming in.
Have a toy dance partner, small on table, for dance timing.
A large steak knife to do the job. A sharp fork edge finishes.
AT-shirt for teenagers :I've seen it all, done it all, I'm a sharpie.
Upon impact of car with an object, however small, engine cuts off.
Eyeglass case can also carry car keys, separated.
Magnifying sheet, whole, in yellow pages.
Magnifying glass lowers from visor in car to better read street signs.
Bless yourself when you sneeze, or finish coughing.
Why not catalogs just for men?
Extra spray of cinnamon or raisin atop fried eggs.
Personal amplifier for your ears when on phone or C-phone.
A red star on ankle foot, after you color toes.
A combination button to open car door, along wlkey/automatic opener.
When changing bulbs on flashlight, add sheet of LED to front.
Cushiony pillow cover to soften face or feet when sleeping.
Ladies knee pillow between legs at bed time, heart shaped.
When remove toast, keep warm under fried eggs.

IDEAS -- AUGUST 26, 2008
9437.
9438.
9439.
9440.
9441.
9442.
9443.
9444.
9445.
9446.
9447.
9448.
9449.
9450.
9451.
9452.
9453.
9454.
9455.
9456.
9457.
9458.
9459.
9460.
9461.
9462.
9463.
9464.

A small special potty in back of car. Also urinal.
T.V. commentaries sometimes not clear. Run dialogue at bottom.
Bullied student drops note for principal. No signature needed.
Night strollers carry a lighted stick, with whistle or bull hom.
Back of front seat big headrest. Helped by safety strap
Emergency switch for window if car falls in water.
Lick the yellow Pixie face, and let the face lick your envelope.
Special WWII veteran has his own stamp.
Dust mop slippers, after use, change to other footwear.
A springy bandage around both knees. Easier on the heart.
For seniors: when standing up, pause, to get bearings.
Carry toilet tissue between hankies, in case of bloody nose.
Make a ring adjustable to any finger. Vinyl insides.
Throw your dirty sneakers into washing machine.
Dance shoes for men. Flexible stretch heel and toes.
At a Mall, ask shoe store to walk outside 5 minutes, new shoes.
Small metal bars to stretch sox around ankles.
Two Walker saddlebacks instead of one. Bottom one sides up.
Springy arms lift in wheelchair, to help you get up.
Mirrors on each side of car have a speaker to talk. No open window.
Put cap of ice bag in freezer to help keep ice cubes cold.
Pedal cycle can move up & down. Relieve leg strain.
A light magnifier, full page fits under the cover of paperback.
Smaller, lighter wheels in traditional cars can save gas.
Portable piano keys hang down from keyboard, for pencil to play.
Seniors memorize rotation of presidents, like children learning ABC's.
Seniors also memorize 50 states.
To celebrate birthday at restaurant, they imprint name and date on dishes.
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 2, 2008
9465.
9466.
9467.
9468.
9469.
9470.
9471.
94 72.
9473.
9474.
9475.
9476.
9477.
9478.
9479.
9480.
9481.
9482.
9483.
9484.
9485.
9486.
9487.
9488.
9489.
9490.
9491.
9492.
9493.
9494.
9495.
9496.
9497.

The bow on ladies shoe lace snickers, are brighter and colorful bow.
Your favorite pets picture on your watch face.
An actual stone replica of your deceased pet. You can hear her bark. Button.
A clip pin as an emergency screw driver.
Entry sign on doors, "Danger to you if you trespass in this house."
On air craft carriers, an extension to land. If in trouble.
If aircraft can't get up in air after takeoff, retractable skis to float.
A strong curve in the road not only has painted markings, but also bumps.
Two-layered packing cases, one small other large combined. Save $15.
In condo parking lot, can practice golf putts. Bring your own roll mat.
When parents leave pool at home, press a button & balloons pop-up at edges.
Velcro holds stuffy leather wallet in place in purse.
Is coughing/sneezing good for you?
Men, loosing belt when behind the wheel.
At Sun City dance, when ladies dance their purse placed on chair pulled in.
Small band on thigh w/packet to hold small purse
If couple come to dance and lady carries keys, they should be in man's pocket.
Different musical sounds at head of pencil when taping melody.
Spear-shaped bands to hold ring on finger.
Ladies: let one bra strap show, no white, fancy.
Try bio-feedback, blood from heart to brain, to alleviate dreams before sleep
How can you put taste in denture, to please tongue and taste.
Lights flicker all over house if one room is broken into.
A large hooked screw under S.C. dance tables to secure handing purses.
Wing flaps to make walking easier? Less load on feet.
Extra large handle for metal nail file, to clip nails.
Apply pattern to ladies lips before applying lipstick.
Coast up to red lights, don' t apply gas. Save gas.
To remind seniors to wiggle their toes for circulation, touch ring.
Women's all cotton ankle socks deliberately wear different colors.
Mirror on visor in car gives lady last look before public.
Make lips show teeth, or not, when you smile.
Restaurant puts a tasty bit on table before you order.

IDEAS- SEPTEMBER 9, 2008
9498.
9499.
9500.
9501.
9502.
9503.
9504.
9505.
9506.
9507.
9508.
9509.
9510.
9511.
9512.
9513.
9514.
9515.
9516.
9517.
9518.
9519.
9520.
9521.
9522.
9523.
9524.
9525.
9526.
9527.

Small frig. for fruit, leftovers near outside table. Water, drinks.
Umbrella over outside table in summer, sprays a mist.
Double ends of American flag, about 1",also at bottom not to tear.
Outside dining set should have 1 or 2 higher seats for children.
Cool/cold sandwich wrap if going to Mall in car. To eat by yourself.
Styrofoam ice chest cooler. Always in back of car.
Twist outside table, to make larger/smaller top.
Front walk oflarge porch home, could be slanted. No steps.
Pillows for outdoor chairs suspended under outdoor table.
"The Happiness" chair outside. Makes you think, happy or not.
Money clip in men's pocket for$$ bills with sport emblem on clip.
Estate sales ladies call you as regular customer. No newspaper ad.
As soon as the wind blows, the outdoor umbrella closes up.
Chaise lounge should move higher up. Not too low to ground.
Dance instructor, after lesson stays on dance floor, helping couples.
T.V. shows should show how thieves enter car, or threaten ladies.
If ears are too big, the frame of your glasses can push them back.
Be able to take your blood pressure outside, after relaxing.
Micro-fine mist from small fans around garage workers.
Chairs in water in home pool, lined up against wall. Plastic.
If family in pool, no phone calls to divert parents from watching.
Double fence around pool path to protect children.
A retractable awning with flexible tubing for mist.
A small spray, waterfall, in center of 4-6 outside chairs.
Make carrots like French fries.
In baseball/football fields, decorate between lights, keep wind out.
As the washing soap gets smaller, it gets firmer so it wont crack.
Double rockers on favorite rocking chair.
Gardeners who kneel atop gadget, have wheels to move freely.
Cremation niche in your own back yard can be moved when widow moves.
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 16, 2008
9528. Rocking chair can stop at a point when you're leaning forward to get up.
9529. Hamburger hot dog. Press hamburger patties in slices to put in bun.
9530. Stair treads looped around edge of step.
9531 . Under a hammock, a blanket to cover yourself when needed.
9532. A rope ladder under bedroom window sill, can escape in case of fire.
9533 . Escape ladder always can grip window, to lower yourself.
9534. A metal design step ladder outside of2 11d story window in emergency.
9535. "I'll make myself happy even ifl don't feel happy."
9536. While waiting in line, make notes with pencil & paper, watching people.
9537. Men's short sleeve shirt can be buttoned. Shows muscle.
9538. Extra car key can be hidden under license plate.
9539. Extra car key can be hidden inside gas plate.
9540. Double high heels for ladies. For balance. New look.
9541. Surround your diner plate with fruits, chocolate.
9542. Electric fan over bed does not have to keep going all night.
9543. Bar of soap has cut in middle. As using, you'll have two halves.
9544. Magnetic billiard stick. Holds stick tight. Wear special rings.
9545. After playing golf, players squeeze hard boiled eggs into golf balls Eat.
9546. If Nintendo can play bowling on Internet, why not pool, billiards?
9547. Lights in cars at night not full blast in traffic.
9548. Those small planes, no pilot fly over fire, direct hot rays to stop spread.
9549. Easy fold stool. One atop the other for higher lift.
9550. When standing on such a stool, a pole to hold on to. Suction to floor.
9551. Gorilla hand shows where you stopped cutting tape, & where to start.
9552. Magnetic ankle support also has metatarsal pad.
9553. Childs toy box opens and names every State & shape.
9554. Childs play mat with every local street & neighborhood & stores.
9555. For child, shoot small bowling ball at easy objects.
9556. Larger golf balls for children or beginners to hit.
955 7. Heavier golf sticks for beginners to get distance.

IDEAS SEPTEMBER 23, 2008

,...

'I 558. When guests come to front door, a cheerful fake bird chirping/singing.
559.
560.
561.
562.
563.
564.
565.
566.
567.
568.
569.
570.
571.
572.
573.
574.
575.
576.
577.
578.
579.
580.
581.
582.
583.
584.
585.
586.
587.

A wooden fence/screen where dog learns to go.
A pop-a-pad, same color as car, in glove comp. or trunk- to remove dents.
On top of white picked fence edging, a colorful design.
A fake flowering rim, 4-5", around patio garden.
A back pack chair, flexible, used to sit watching sports, golf.
Car seat jolts you up when getting out.
Cut roll-out piano keyboard in half, on side of chair if on Internet.
Roll-out piano keyboard on kitchen table. Always there to play with.
A eat's bed made of artificial green grass. Thick, furry, picture of cat.
Cell phone magnifier, rigid. Able to punch numbers with pencil/eraser.
Foam air bed has foamy pillows.
Toilet seat angled downward, w/plastic roll to make you tilt, evacuate.
Compression gloves on upper fingers only, reduce tremor?
Cigarette automatically goes out after 5-10 inhales.
Try flexible toe stretchers for 10 minutes or so, if circulation a problem.
Magnifier comes to a point- larger on top.
Men's buttons on shirt, the center one larger of a American flag.
Older ladies walk around on high heels. Fun. To restore youth, balance.
Ocean divers have shark repellent on body.
Life preservers carry whole body, with shark repellent.
If swimmers, divers lost in ocean, an electronic scope should spot them.
Arguments married/unmarried good for you. They all resolve. Happily.
"The touch ofher hair." Write a poem.
A needy teenager taken into a ill senior home. Gets better education, etc.
Wheelchairs lift front wheels when going down steps. Hold onto rails.
Hearing aids for ladies made to look like jewelry.
Ladies sneakers & shoe laces - black- shaped like bikini.
Call church for retired business man to promote Ideas.
Printed red line in street at stop sign.
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IDEAS - SEPTEMBER 30, 2008
!"!

'f 588. Arms slip into bed cover sleeve, when sleeping.
589.
590.
591.
592.
593.
594.
595.
596.
597.
598.
599.
600.
601.
602.
603.
604.
605.
606.
607.
608.
609.
610.
611.
612.
613.
614.
615.
616.
617.
618.
619.

Press putty on small classified ads, & you can see larger type.
A suction device to catch flies. A tube.
How do I get positive thoughts, & keep them in my mind?
A colored paint pencil to patch hole in wall.
Shoe laces and tongue of sneakers warm up at night for circulation.
A free glass of cold water, from vending machine.
Paper-covered tooth paste slides to you with toothpick.
Chicken thigh ice cream cone. Another taste with ice cream.
Flashlight doesn't go out totally. Only Y2. Same/portable radio.
Can heavy fumes be dropped to stop forest frres?
1-pod listening to music in one ear, while dentist is drilling.
Rush hijackers on plane. Suggested at beginning of safety movie.
Warm spot at bottom of bed. For diabetes. Circulation. No numb.
Write good history on Internet. Always good to look at.
If out of toilet paper in public places, red light at Customer Service.
Windows can become balconies in tall buildings, in case of fire/smoke.
A very small jewel, or decoration, on paper clip.
Dream glasses to wear going to bed.
Certain germ medicine applied to cold, neuropathy feet.
Patient of psychiatrist sends note to doctor before visit, to talk about.
Like each other, more than love, to get married.
Raise the arch under your mattress, while in bed, if avoid back trouble.
Talk loud to doctors.
Trio of animal faces supporting one plant.
If traffic clog in one lane, the road divider opens up for cars. When flooding.
A pleasure soap to bring a smile, peace
Soon as you wake up, adopt a minimal Stress of the day. Keep others out.
When you order Rx at pharmacy and have to wait, read pamphlet first.
A golf ball, tennis, basketball, football, at end of cane.
Toothpaste cap w!Xrnas tree to floss.
For glasses, a W' rainbow color on nose piece.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 4, 2008
~

'' t 620. A medical spray over ice cubes to make healthy, purified water.
621.
622.
623.
624.
625.
626.
627.
628.
629.
630.
631 .
632.
633.
634.
635.
636.
637.
638.
639.
640.
641.
642.
643.
644.
645.
646.
647.
648.
649.
650.
651.

Make a fist if you have hand tremor, to ease tremor.
Magnetic, strong, ring on tremor fmger. Can it help?
Weighted shoes and clothes to slow down Autistic children.
Cell phones affect your mind, if over used. A spray to stop this?
Fast food restaurant sandwich of thong and bra. Shaped/cut in half.
At social dance or dinner, can show cleavage or cover up.
Warm lips, blood pumping, for man to kiss date goodnight.
Circulation spray for toes to reduce Neuropathy.
Neck rest in car crash absorbs kick-back of neck.
Center seat in sofa pulls out for feet and lounge.
At dangerous intersections in winter, asphalt melts snow faster.
A car thief shows how he breaks into car, to get it started. On T.V.
Seatbelt automatically loosens at stop light.
A bad guy in prison shows you how to be alert walking the streets.
A seat belt made to look like a golf club.
A anti-crime store shows customers how car, homes broken into.
Cigarettes on sale, no small print of danger, large warning, clear.
A woman's toilet seat should be round. Man's seat is elongated.
Open thick 4" toilet seat when man urinates.
When ordering fried chicken by phone, box includes plastic gloves.
Fear not!
Cigarette pack has circular putty to put out butt.
If above, less butts in streets. Smoker puts half butt back into pack.
Wheel chair has to be designed for standing. Must exercise to do so.
Electric cycle, after use shows new blood circulation in arms & legs.
Male singer should have female to adore, even show ballroom steps.
Paper clip gently cleans your nose.
Toilet safety rails for senior toilet seat, should have springs on arms.
The constant smoker takes a scissors in half.
drink a liquid or pill to make you evacuate before eating.
Couple on dance floor should repeat good dance steps, for others.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 11 , 2008
652.
653.
, 654.
655.
656.
657.
658.
659.
660.
661.
- 662.
., 663.
664.
665.
666.
667.
668.
669.
670.
671.
672.
673.
674.
675.
676.
677.
678.
679.
680.
681.
682.
683.
684.

Stretchable b!~ini on beach, can be pulled up. Around waist.

DiabetiC~fb~ sleep circulation, double support on big toe.

Ladies cover the whole ear for decoration.
Hugging a pillow for sleep.
Sliced hamburger in half. Sliced bagel in half. Have 2 sandwiches.
Half a plain doughnut in toaster.
Towel back of car seat to be placed over parked wheel in summer heat.
Make your own soft steak sandwich in bun. W/ cola.
Plastic coffee cup w/cookie on top to prevent spills.
Counter stool can't tilt if legs protrude at bottom.
Put the point of the shoe into tight socks. Over night. Loosens socks.
Dollar bow ties.
Senior intellect could expand if physically able to walk, shop and travel,
Pages on a paperback can be enlarged by pressing them open. Rubbery.
"Don't rush" sign in garage pops up as you are backing out.
Seating for red light to change, gives you time not to make hasty move.
Electric plug-in has yellow smiling face pasted on.
Also, multi-plug-ins can be decorated.
Don't drink directly from a soda can, use straw.
To help stop smoking, the fumes & smell deter you. Mfr. help.
Persistent smokers have sign on lapel, "Don't bother me."
Sexy pole dancers can be flashed on wall with favorite chair.
Hub caps on car flash tennis, golf, baseball, football, sport items.
Learn to shoot 3-rail, cushion billiards via Wii.
Can also shoot dice via Wii. Build up or lose stakes.
Playing poker: an exotic deck can give you two options in your hand.
When you draw 2 or 3 cards from poker deck, you have 2 decks to pick from.
Under poker table, you can stack your winnings, without others seeing.
Smudge on cloths after eating, carry something like lipstick, to rub off.
A catalog which shows recent inventions. Invites you to develop your own.
The eraser on any pencil treated to clean with thumb nail.
A small writing pad in man's shirt pocket, holds small pencil in middle.
Classy, 4-color popular aged magazines saved, sold in $1.00 store.
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OCTOBER 14, 2008
685.
686.
687.
688.
689.
690.
691.
692.
693.
694.
695.
696.
697.
698.
699.
700.
701.
702.
703.
704.
705.
706.
707.
708.
709.
710.
711.
712.
713.
714.
715.
716.
717.
18.

Return address labels imprinted easily on envelope.
Large bowl of flowers enhance by spray, as they wilt.
A clip holds small pencil in middle of pad, or on top.
Joez' s headline and eight ideas to write notes or letters.
Handyman fixing in home, could ask neighbors to come in & see.
If you get flowers as a gift & don't like them, can you return$$?
Colorful magnetic clip & paper (like clothes pins) hang from lamp shade.
Bra w/3 snaps can hold car and home keys.
If nose bleeds on pillow during sleep, apply Vaseline before hand.
Very cold water can remove blood stains on pillow or sheet.
Pedal exerciser to be used by hands, even held high.
Xmas teeth cleaners stiffen after use.
Diabetic cream, restless foot cream, arthritic cream- all atop another.
Sell small containers only. You fill your needs, even iftravel.
If man has to urinate often, wear an elastic condom.
Desk chair, 5 legs, arms can be raised or lowered.
Lap top computers extend piano keys under bottom with ear plug.
Front of shoe should bow out, made of softer leather, if tight.
Strong red, purple or yellow personalized luggage colors.
.Power gun to remove all air around outdoor fires. Fusion?
Turbulence should stick together inside a fusion reactor.
With economy down, Starbucks should sell old-fashion choc. Sodas.
Soup/salad served in double dish, atop one another, in restaurants.
A small ice cube, sugary or lemon, added to drink of water.
Raisins, small peanuts, strawberries surround diner plate.
Hot, cold chewing gum flavor to keep body warm or cool, w/water.
Can Fusion suck up the oxygen to stop forest fires?
How do ladies show their attractive front teeth in conversation?
Straws for beer can have pretzel flavor.
Hot dogs, fried w/or without eggs. Then put into bun.
Frozen ice cream with cherries, peanuts, bananas, etc.'
Coffee in bowl to sip and dip donuts into.
Flexible water container for bicycle. Convenient, small.
Can move salad from plate to drinking bowl.
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T.V. camera on dinner booth in restaurant. Shows chefs in kitchen.
Special strong hamburger smell, when take-out order.
Ice cream cone melts into cup.
Put bourbon on steaks, pork, to make it softer and flavorful.
Large, old fashion spoon to eat oatmeal, farina, etc.
Ask for heavier metal utensils if you have tremor in restaurant.
A sweet flavor sprinkler on restaurant tables, like salt & pepper.
"We do the tipping in restaurant, not you." Just enjoy your dinner.
Mid-night sales in supermarket.
In restaurant, a cup of wine at end of meal. Good for heart.
Will wine soften steaks at dinner table?
The stem of the fork should be concave b/fthe prongs, for peas, com, etc.
Turn up crust for 2" pizza.
Cherry atop sundae. More half cherries inside.
Whatever is left over in restaurant, make into liquid cup to take home.
Jeweled clip-on for ladies eye glass frames at ears.
Special daily hankie to pick nose.
Reading paperback book makes you sleepy. Type face gets lighter.
Ideas Bowl. If bartender likes the idea, free drinks.
Double parachute as about to land. Lighter landing.
Back-up dykes to stop hurricane flooding?
Can a small ship be saved, even if flooded, from sinking?
Make video of boy and girl friend dancing. Good birthday gift.
If golf ball shows no speed to get in hole, wings on ball propel it. Ha Ha!
If tired or listless, going to the bathroom helps.
History clock on wall. Every day different events and times.
Work with a composer to write lyrics for good love songs.
Ladies at supermarket, with security guards, can ask how purses are stolen.
If another dog is in your lap, clean yourself going home to your dog,
A dog has a guilty conscience if killing bird. Show anger dumping bird.
Spray whole luggage on plane. Even people. To prevent terrorist bombing.

IDEAS - OCTOBER 28, 2008
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If awakened by bad dream, you have another turn at the wheel for good one.
Heart-shaped bagel or bread.
Cane with large wheel.
With such a cane, senior is able to dance in Sun City.
Synagogue members with golf carts, pick up sick S.C. patients.
In case of stove fire in kitchen, heavy metal blanket nearby to smother.
Strong packing boxes can be made decorative for living room.
Pencil and paper within reach when seating on toilet.
A senior cane w/Torah symbol.
When bleeding arms/legs apply strong pressure w/cotton ball.
Child' s shoes can extend from center, as he grows.
Two lamps on one pole next to each other. One dim.
Toothbrush can be turned 2 ways, 1 for tooth paste, other for Xmas bristles.
Aero spray bottle with small spray and large spray.
A paint glove or small sponge to touch up narrow area.
Three-way bulb, with different colors, for living room, dining room, etc.
If garage bell rings, have small see through window on garage door near bell.
To get rid of toilet ring, water chemical w/urine stronger.
Huge trucks to remove homes in forest, as fire approaches.
End oftoilet roll has your lucky number of the day.
Write poem, "Ifl could be with my family again, for a moment."
Your watch has picture of a brain. Looking at the brain can solve problems.
Wilted petals of flowers can remain in bowl, touched up w/color.
Before opening the door to service man, tell them you' re calling their office.
If burglar is in the house, lady tells them she pressed button alerting police.
Pieces of chocolate, raisins, nuts near your favorite chair, with water.
Check head protection when using cell phone. Like baseball batter's cap.
If only I had time and energy to go to Mall for new Ideas!
Merchants in center of Mall could sell my Ideas/book. They'll get half.
Spray tile floor to remove dirt ingrained. Just let it dry.
Scrub toilet ring with a brush made of pumice stone.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 1, 2008
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A sick, elderly senior "adopts" a poor student to live, take care of him.
Wall chiropractic designs to do your own in your home.
When buy new instrument, go on Internet for illustrated instructions.
A porno room for older women in nursing home. Vibrator? Same for men.
Dollar bills hooked onto electric fan overhead.
Have false gun near you when garage door rings and you open door.
Home Depot I Wal-Mart will take gas mileage off your bill.
Can old pictures of deceased parents/ siblings made to look younger?
An enclosed slide on tall buildings to rescue people trapped. Fire.
On skylight, sketches of football, baseball, etc. etched into glass.
Life preservers, if ship sinks, build like raft. Put feet atop.
A bar of soap, has coupons at end of soap as you wash.
A drinking glass presses or screws into coaster, so no spills.
For coffee cups, curl up top to prevent spills yet allow for sipping.
How can you remove negative thoughts from your mind?
Keep using bedroom A/C. Turn off central A/C at night.
When looking at poor T.V. programs, make it blank & press "favorites."
Ice cream cone loaded w/cherries, making the cone tastier.
Vending machine two-for-one. Press two buttons, you might get lucky.
Can I kiss lucky, happy-memories-ring to remind me to be happy?
Clip-in special small pocket in every pocket, for car/home keys.
Bio-feedback with heart and brain blood flow- for sleep?
Initials or name in yellow metal on paper clips.
Dollar bill in saran wrap atop Subway sandwich, or McDonald's.
Printed words on cards lowered into paper. Not raised.
If bicycle twists and handle can't control, you press button to control.
Two flavored straws for canned soda.
Paper to write on under man's cap. Small pencil also.
Something tasty applied to lips before sleep.
Sign at Mall: "Back & foot problems relieved quickly. Dr. $25.00."
After meal, can tongue be used to clean teeth? Medical gum.
Hamburger soup in special plate.
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Soap pad on one side, Ben-gay on other side in shower.
"Talk with me," from wheel chair seniors to passers-by.
Decorate hamburger with floral pick, avoid juicy spills.
Surprise $1.00 bill for lucky McDonalds buyer.
Home Depot, Wal-Mart take price of gas off bill, to get there.
When you recover by yourselfw/selfproblems, you feel better.
"If only," reflecting on family life growing up. Write poem.
You can do tango steps from learned fox trot/rumba.
Strong lead from man's left hand w/dancing controls partner.
To please lady partner, dance w/her at studio. Birthday gift.
Toothpick box in purse carries Xmas floss.
Since newspapers getting thinner, a flap on right side of front page.
Give-away older magazines-free or $1.00-in supermarkets, .99 store.
Small crossword puzzle on food page of restaurants. Helps you choose.
"Happy Birthday" printed on mailing label for magazines subscribers.
Send Vent column to all non-subscribers. Exciting.
Blue staple on copy, or ad to show final O.K.
How can a parachutist land safely in water? Needs a float.
When calling girlfriend, add lower case initial. Different ring sound.
To protect the head, cell phone users wear like baseball batter protection.
Important calls ring 2X fast, continuously.
Paper clip; round holder can be used as screw driver.
Put fistful of different size wrenches on fist or knuckles.
A shovel w/spring in middle of handle, to release dirt, snow faster.
A springy step pad to walk up steps easier.
A work chair on wheels keeps moving feet for circulation.
A device in forest homes blows fire away. Helped by water spray?
Punch holes in business cards for Revo-file alphabetically.
Del Webb ads for homes narrated like "Smart Shopper."
Wrist band with pouch for car & house keys.
Special goggles for billiard players.
Lady newcomers at billiards, use a rack to avoid " kisses" for fun.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 18, 2008
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If pilot senses trouble from hijackers, he presses a secure button straight ahead.
Lovers in bed have trays at each side for their needs.
If golfer misses putt, let him do it all over again. A low score. Ha Hal
Last 5 minutes ofNBA game (crunch time}, good time to chew candies.
Metal knuckles on hand for tennis serve.
Eraser on pencil shaped like golf ball/baseball.
A lighter tennis racket for place shots. Not strength.
A pencil shaped like baseball bat.
A golf hole made lighter/darker depends on player for putt?
If baseball players strike out, you walk away from personal problems.
A pencil shaped like a golf club.
When ladies go to Mall wearing sneakers, add metal cap to attract men.
Hot lips for kissing. Try drinking coffee together.
On jeans, the belt buckle ends up facing crotch. Ha Ha.
Earrings on lobe alert ladies more quickly to danger.
If one earring falls off, can the other one alert ladies?
If child hurt & bleeding, can remove his sock for bandage.
Sun visor worn on head can be sun glass effective.
Spray large bowl of wilted flowers. Green, red, yellow, etc.
If wife/hubby away on romantic trip, phone rings like a moan.
Guest in home, using toilets, leave note on toilet paper.
If no toilet paper in supermarkets, press bell for service desk.
Can turn T -shirt collar around, w/different color in back.
Reversible T-shirt, one side solid color, other side with design.
Markings/edgings in trunk of car to keep usual stuff in place.
When you get a flat, the bolts loosen to make it easier to change.
The national anthem and other patriotic songs played more often on radio.
Medical emergency equipment flattened for glove compartment.
American flag on dashboard.
When stranger rings garage door, small window opens for vision/talking.
Long garden gloves stretching all the way up to elbows, when pruning.
If small chip in car window, paste small American flag over chip.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 22, 2008
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A bird in his cage learns to make the cage larger or smaller. Pecks #1 or 2.
The basket carrying clothes to washer is held like a baby w/a babies smile.
Top half of soap regular. Bottom half firmer. No thin pieces at end.
A home swimming pool - Y2 outside, Y2 inside.
Fountain pen/pencil, magnetized, on thick eyeglass frames.
Jewelry in carpeting. Embedded and protected. 6' circle. Unique.
A pretty design on band-aid or bandage. Colorful.
For Thanksgiving treat for wife, take her out Thursday & Saturday.
If you are a senior, how to wake up refreshed? No dreams?
Doggy door made to prevent baby from crawling in. 2 hands rings bell.
Reversible T-shirt. Black w/white - White w/black printing.
Bath tub frame w/molded hand grip embedded into porcelain.
If eraser on pencil don't work, pick on it w/thumb nail.
Two paper clips horizontaVvertical to hold heavy pages.
How to keep your toes moving (circulation) throughout day?
Double rubber band on tremor fmger, to steady hand.
Medical cigarette helps lungs when inhaled.
Smokeless cigarette. Just light it. Inhale whatever. If you must smoke.
Love cap for men and women, to each wear. "I love you," "I like you."
Purse caddie on closet door and a scale to weigh purse before leaving.
Bring two casseroles, heated, put into insulated carrier for visit to Mall.
Put frankfurters in frying pan. Put in bun, w/scrambled eggs on top.
Remove chicken skin w/scrapper. Then remove all bones, before microwave.
Keys for car & home under top of man's cap/visor.
Razor sharp on bottom of large clip to sharpen pencil.
Raised letters only on keyboard. Less errors.
Fancy, decorative clips on each side on open man's shirt.
Batter-up for backyard hitting. Dozens of balls come at you, but soft.

IDEAS - NOVEMBER 25, 2008
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Professional pitches come at you: fast, sinkers, curves. Tough to hit.
Let youngsters practice with smaller balls at basketball backboard.
Try dark eyebrows on your dog.
A garbage bag under the picnic table.
Laundry room mat says, "Another load I hate to do."
Large water bowl for small flowers filled w/fertilizer, to keep growing.
Yow· favorite chair has blankets inside arms, if you want to take nap.
You can save gas coasting to red light, if no traffic behind you.
Darken color of arms on your favorite chair. Won't show wear.
Put pretty decoration at point ofladies hi-heel shoes.
In fast food restaurant, can place sandwich sideways. Squeeze oil out.
An apple given out after you order from fast food restaurant.
In double-decker hamburger, use another flat roll for 2 sandwiches.
When buying a can of beer, you should get a straw. To protect mouth.
Flavor straws for beer cans or coke. Pretzel taste.
Heavier glass tumblers won{ spill so easily.
Favorite song plays when visiting deceased at grave.
Musical sounds from base of keyboard with pencil.
Musical doll dancers can tango, waltz, fox trot, for your pleasure.
Extra fire-retardant room in your home to protect, save valuables.
After 20 years fixing toilet, home owner should know what plumber does.
The back of a waiting room chair should move to the way person is sitting.
Inside the book binding, long thin extension w/light at end to read better.
The Internet wizards should be able to teach/show ballroom steps.
S~'-<~ & Z J~
Is P-'jJEJ?iiiiiWJ u~ good for you?
Air Force/Navy/Army color cover for back of car seat. Also mat.
Pinky/tremor finger should remind you to wiggle your toes.
Metatarsal pad covers every toe. Wraps around. Can take on or off.
The edges oflarge American flag should be double sewn to prevent folding.
Can a light in home be restored for more power?
Can crusher also eliminate liquid in cans, so no dribble?
A hefty piece of chocolate given out by waitress after a mealf
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Medical I.D. info. carried in wallet, on wrist, glove compartment, watch.
!flighting strikes house, many bolts drive it into ground.
Tulips, artificial, all around the patio.
Computers on restaurant tables for menus. No printing.
Toddler cannot use pet screen door to crawl out of house.
Boneless chicken legs put into bun, like frankfurter.
If car sinks in water, emergency button pushes front window out. Escape.
Put leather belt & pants in washing machine to reduce fit of belt.
Ottoman can shrink when relaxing feet atop. Restores when feet removed.
Small one heart on one ladies stocking, to look at shapely legs.
Smaller, stronger tires on a truck, to go slower and save gas.
When stretching shoes, put soft ball/golf ball to give toes more room.
Monitors, medical personnel wear suspenders with I.D. tag.
A rubber nose pick to clean nose.
Magnetic ankle support also extends under metatarsal ..
Michelangelo's Atlas man, naked, to hang your jewelry on. Humorous.
Drinking glass base wider than top to avoid spills. More stable.
To take a nap, try small & large pillow. Relax first - small pillow at neck,
Smiley face or color on tips of paper clip. Very small.
To swallow pills without coughing, use apple sauce.
Senior Walker angled to a point. Also narrowed.
If working under a car, a many-sized wrench worn on wrist.
A heated anti-arthritic glove to reduce tremor in hand.
Wear rubber band on tremor fingers when playing pool, billiards, cards.
Aircraft carrier plane, over shoots runway, w/floating device to land on water.
When you sit in favorite chair, a roller at feet to circulate. Even with sneakers.
Brim in coffee cup faces inward, to avoid spills.
Mirror shows attractive face, no wrinkles. Ha Ha!
Rubbing alcohol to clean sneakers.
"Old Fart, "press here on senior T-shirt. You hear noise.
What to apply on hands and feet to be comfortable before sleep?
Bikini cover for back of front seat can be placed over steering wheel in sun.
Home owner before bed can see red light in bedroom that garage door is open.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 9, 2008
9971. Computer camera next to fisherman to see underwater activity.
9972. A towel always near Microwave and stove.
9973. Clean sneaker shoelaces first, to dress up dirty sneakers.
9974. False teeth holds chip, to alert police. Can tap 911. For kidnapped victim.
9975. Wear Pedometer on dance floor.
9976. If out of gas on road, siphon gallon or two from friendly passersby.
9977. Two or three colorful stems, in worn out fresh flow~rs.
9978. Ladies waist pincher can elevate breasts.
9979. Ladies jeans back pockets should billow for use.
9980. Ladies denim buckles in front and back of belt.
9981 . Ladies denim pockets extend closer to zipper.
9982. Ladies shirt sleeve show different colors. Two-tone.
9983. Elastic waist pants, only one pocket on the side.
9984. Mid-length sox complement short ladies pants. Can move up or down.
9985. If mate is deceased, ladies also wear small wedding ring as necklace.
9986. Flashy big buttons, different, on all ladies jackets.
9987. Ladies coat collar drapes over shoulders for new look.
9988. Two looks on stylish ladies boots. Can slide up or down.
9989. Can ladies boots be pointed or stubby?
9990. Can add a colorful strap to elongated boots.
9991. Sleep scent on ladies pajamas/pillow for sleep.
9992. Blanket gets thinner on one edge, under the neck, if too warm.
9993. Scrub brush in shower to clean bottom of feet.
9994. Vaseline to clean nose, reduce picking.
9995. Plunger for toilet, with edges made of rock to clean rim.
9996. A black cloud forms if plane crashes in desert/ocean. Rescuers can locate.
9997 The eight-wonders of the world located in the living room picture, often..
9998 Bed can arch (bend) in middle for different sleep feel. By pressing button.
9999. Good looking leather belt for men, can have elastic in back, to stretch .
10,000 Boys or men's sort sleeves with buttons, with two or three buttons.
01
If wear glasses low on nose, frame on bottom, it's clear on top.
02 Heavy jacket in winter should cover chin and mouth.
03 Boy's belt with favorite sport on belt buckle.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 13, 2008
10,004. I.D. for children under five, if lost, on the tongue of sneaker.
Want to make your child happy? Teach him to tie his shoe laces.
05.
Long socks can be pocket for youngsters.
06.
Top buttons to distinguish boy from girl shirt by color.
07.
An elastic loop on boys pants can stretch to open button, if heavier.
08.
Girls/boys
shirt or sweater can conceal pockets.
09.
Loose-leaf folder with handle on open side.
10.
Spinning skirt when ladies dance show many colors.
11.
A dance studio offers men free, when female brings him in.
12.
For men only to learn dancing: strong lead with left hand.
13.
Paper and pencil always fit in youngster's pocket, w/ clips & rubber bands.
14.
Top button on young girls shirt looks like jewelry.
15.
16.
Pair of youngsters sneakers different colors.
17.
Cell phone in car has different ring in emergency.
18.
When cell phone rings in car, let the answering machine take message only.
Football players no pile-up. Injuries can occur. Ref blows whistle quickly.
19.
No hot coffee in car while driving. Bottle water O.K.
20.
Small version of crib/cradle decorate living room, with parents pictures.
21.
A huge toy bear with balloons next to child's cradle.
22.
A gated area around crib/cradle. Child can play or lay on rug safely.
23.
24,
Child can climb into his rocking chair. Many animals to play with.
25.
If child mildly in distress in crib, mothers voice quickly sooths him.
26.
No open gate to lick or bite baby, /J-~ .
27.
Strong necklace around Mom's neck, for baby to hold onto.
28.
While Mom busy in kitchen, baby in kitchen in gated area.
29.
Child can play with wooden blocks when crawling.
Small round cradle in kitchen, not regular size, for child w/mother.
30.
A pen or pencil clip stays in place in middle of register check book.
31.
A sticky coaster to prevent spills.
32.
33.
Tool box cover can also hold screws, bolts, even upside down.
34.
Ratchet wrench :d lrcte can larger or s . e. Clicks in place.
J~·
b·L~
35.
Second ratchet~ stands up so there are
wrenches....ror- ~
...
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Spray gases (chemicals) in airplanes/walkway to prevent bombings.
Open end wrench can have flip-over, also to change sizes.
Screw driver can support a wrench, yet protrude to screw.
A hand saw has a second smaller blade angled for different cut.
Open-end wrench with 3 or 4 different sizes hanging on other side.
Socket wrench holds 3 or 4 different sizes in handle.
6-sizes in one tool drill. Rivet.
Why does a craftsman need 50 sockets? He can alter many sizes.
Carry extra car key in pocket while driving, along with change.
Turn handle of screw driver to get thicker or thinner end.
Short screw driver has more power. Tightens better.
Wear gloves when using saw. Solid forefinger 1" long in place.
Shield to cover whole face when sawing.
Suction prods on top of ladder. Ladder can't fall backwards, sideways.
For seniors, ladder steps can secure knees or pants, w/suction devices.
Dates & months for whole year in front of register (checkbook).
Old-time grinder, usually to chop meat, can put in franks, for egg fry.
Ladder makes a noise when tilting backwards or sideways.
Do not allow anyone to walk on a plane carrying a suspicious drink.
Spray each individual before boarding plane to prevent bomb. Not in face.
Sent souvenir from crib or bootie to adult child on 50th, 60th birthday.
Lamp close as possible to your favorite chair, more light.
Power outlets, at least 3, should be held firmer on the wall w/Velcro.
When backing up, mirror reflects on many mirrors in back to see ground.
At night, if car roles off the road press lights on & off, signal to be helped.
To get out of car seat, turn both legs out first then lift body out.
Extra legs at bottom of ladder to sturdy balance.
Open door of car has grasp to lift yourself out of car.
4" deep cushion for your wheelchair, 2" can be tilted back. Jell?
Garden kneeler for knees/seat, also has wheels.
Queen-sized bed, 2 diff. mattresses, can have one side lowered for sleep change.
When baby is teenager, mom can play tape of baby crying so she can sleep. Hal
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Jeans slick around hips for style (ladies). Belt & pockets normal.
Purse hangs with elbow clamp hook from strap.
Ladies earrings around ears. Also hang. Keeps long hair back.
Can remove smaller earrings and wear as rings.
Hi-heel shoes full in front. The toe leather can slip off showing red toes.
Don't show heavy purse for thieves to see. Smaller, better.
Red/brown/green shoe laces on teenager's sneakers. Oddity.
Plenty of pockets in teenager's pants and jackets.
Pen/pencil fits nicely as purse is open. Clipped on.
Reversible shirt/sweater, shows different patterns.
Jeweled belly button with jeweled string, holds panties up,
Suicide trucks when hits fence before building, it blows up. Fence ignites.
Exaggerate the setting of a ring, much higher than usual.
A checkbook placed into shoulder strap bra.
Ladies carry two small purses?
"Dancing with the stars" attracts dancers to Sun City dance clubs.
Ladies panties have fishnet waist bands over belly button.
Colorful bands completely covers breast, not one each.
"Dancing with the Seniors." Feel like a star when you do new steps.
In Sun City, less$$ for bands, more money to hire men to dance w/ladies.
Paste names of new steps on man's watch band.
At Sun City Sundial, T.V. set shows professional dancers, in comer, watch steps.
Bikini shaped in black on girls sneakers, starting on toes. Boots also?
Pay young mothers to bring babies to nursing homes for elderly to hold.
Cup attached under paint cover. Turned over, cover can now be used for brush.
The rungs of a small ladder, closer together like a step stool.
On a treadmill, a pole on the side getting off.
If a car suddenly gets a flat, a soft material around rim inflates to go forward.
"If Only." Write poem ifl could be with my father/mother/siblings for moment.
Man's long sleeve shirts, have colorful collar and cuff bands.
Man's elastic pants with only one button. Should be large and colorful.

-
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IDEAS - DECEMBER 23, 2008
10,099. Men's club shorts could be lowered more or tucked in shorter.
100. Loops on men's pants could stretch wider, if belt thicker.
101. For fat men, pants darker color around waist/lighter shade going down.
102. Thick Velcro instead of button on men's back pocket of pants.
103. A scissor, once cut, can push forward, instead of clipping.
104. A small LED flashlight attached to key chain.
105. A blank clock on wall. No dials. Keeps mind sharp. Should know time.
106. Remove cap of medicinal tube, to get last drop.
107. A treadmill, when walking, have a light-laser, to stimulate circulation.
108. Measure the thickness/thin calves/thighs before and after treadmill.
109. Non-metal tart pan (pies), can be put in Microwave as leftovers.
110. Ceiling fan blades can add pleasant odor to living room.
111 . Wheel chair senior able to open door has hook to close after her.
112. Top of medicine pill bottle has sharp opening to cut pills in half.
113. When walking with ankle socks, have extra material around toes. Warm.
114. The string for electric ceiling fan has swirling rainbow colors.
115. "I hardly see them." A poem about grandchildren.
116. See thru opening in garage door for safety. When buzzer sounds.
117. Keep getting up from your chair, onto your feet to relieve back pain.
118. Pencils and paper all around house to write notes, before they fade.
119. One of the ladies earrings could be magnifying glass.
120. Fake cell phone to talk into, while you look around you.
121. Why must a ladies bag be full?
122. Socks only on Pedal exerciser. No shoes/sneakers.
123. A deviled egg container, not for eggs, but for prunes, olives, small fruit, etc.
124. Front hook lace bra (cleavage) can support a cell phone?
125. Ladies put $$$ bills in bra, if breasts are small. HaHa!
126. Thin sheet over pillow in case nose bleeds or whatever.
127. The right word, or words, on any occasion is effective.
128. A sensor in walkway before boarding plane, prevent bombings.
129. Raise nail from clipper before clipping.
130. A horn should sound when your car is backing up.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 27, 2008
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More than one light to see license plate better.
Glaring red lights back of cars should enhance license plates.
Car cell phone holder in summer. Keeps cell phone cooler. Errands.
Pencil sharpener also has an eraser softener, cleaner.
Condensed Bible carried in purse. With selective page markings.
Old 4-color magazines. Still good to read. Can be resold at .99 store.
A scissor to also be a knife sharpener.
Infant throws rubber magic ring against wall & it comes back as a dog.
A controlled racing car for 3/5 yr. old moves away from child. A toy.
Child has coins from penny to half-dollar to learn and play on floor.
Sports cap ear band extended down and around neck, in winter.
Why don't politicians listen to Seniors, with their wisdom, experience?
Pineapples w/hole in middle: can put in olives, dates, fruits, etc.
Automatic football game. You see plain field, players. You make plays.
How can you stay focus all day long with no intrusions on your mind?
Doodle magnetic board can save child's drawings, instead of erasing.
A heavy, large spoon to eat cereal in morning, for Seniors.
Pants automatically unbutton when behind wheel of car. More relaxed.
Elastic waist for men's pants. Thicker if fatter, narrower if skinny?
When traffic stalls on hi-way, cement fence can automatically be opened.
A strong spray atop of paint can to spray walls. No roller or paint brush.
Dirty water bucket has small slide, to carefully empty into toilet.
Large carpet cleaner spray, has flexible rake on the bottle to finish job.
Spray cleaner for car window, when wiped, does not leave streaks/dirt.
If man's jeans too long, can place in heal of sneakers.
Blue or red strip down sides of jeans. Belt holders same color.
One huge pocket on back of jeans.
If men have a belly, wear loose shirt. If tie needed, use Bolo. No belt.
Side pockets of men' s jeans w/button
All men's pants should have stretch option if needed to widen.
Instead of top button on man's shirt, use Velcro, then tie.
Men's shirt pocket also closed with Velcro, to protect belongings.

IDEAS - DECEMBER 30, 2008
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Inside men's dressy shirt, with long sleeves & tie, flattens tummy.
Back of men's outside collar, solid color to show different design.
Attached to man's collar has half of bow tie, each side. Design.
Tighten around neck ofT-shirt, a button.
Sleeves narrower on T -shirt to show muscles.
Boxer shorts for men with a pocket each side for credit cards, money.
Flannel robes for men with button at bottom to hold together.
Flannel robe for men with hood to keep warm, hair in place.
Men's briefs, two exits instead of one, to urinate.
Wrist hold for small flash light.
A scissor blade sharp enough to be a razor.
Musical clock, different pitches, at 12, 3, 6, and 9.
A truck carrying Fusion apparatus restores power after a storm?
Picture of beloved deceased wife/husband on wall as soon as you get up.
A fruit, raisons, peanuts, etc. on table to add with meals, salads.
A food processor chops or cuts only part of the onion.
Two favorite rings, for ladies, can be placed on one finger.
Can a recorder re-run what is heard on T.V./radio after it interests you?
Can a poem be written from the grave? From the memory of the live spouse.
Magnetic supports shows the red zigzag imprinted.
A flickering candle light in front of picture of beloved deceased.
The alphabet in large caps under the child' plate.
Alphabet blocks along side plate on child's tray.
A magnetic board near phone to hold all your notes every day.
A child using small car in home can learn red light, stop sign, etc.
A person farts & farts, he learns to keep him rushing to toilet.
Politicians should ride horses so they can't get around 48 states?
If dreams quickly disappear when awake, forget the significance.
A fried hamburger between slices of bagel.
Insulated, heavy drinking tumbler won't tip over.
Hardware store refills empty spray guns. You save$$$.
A toy dog barks at child who misbehaves or throws food away.
A lovely sweet voice of your deceased wife/husband wakes you up.
Coordinated outfit with note telling when & where you wore it.

-
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IDEAS - JANUARY 9, 2009
10,197. Mirror in back seats, reflecting front mirror, see if child left in car.
198. "WWII veteran " on remaining front doors of Sun City homes.
199, If soft grinding of teeth while asleep, apply protective cover to molars.
200. Why not vaccinate kids at a early age? Stop effect of illegal drugs later on.
20 1. Socks imprinted with picture of brain. To reduce Neuropathy? HaHa!
202. Radio-controlled-wireless dancing dolls doing ballroom steps in front of chair.
203. Ladies who keep removing glasses, get two pairs. The other tucked in shirt.
204. Fancy shoes laces for ladies beaded at bow.
205. Use special paper hankie to clean nose.
206. Use vibrator to stimulate circulation in calf muscles.
207. Beaded ankle bracelet extends to large toes, decorative, for sandals.
208. Magnetic (112") on tingly stretch socks. On top, for circulation.
209. Very soft metatarsal pad, with toe connection.
210. Chiropractic maneuvers on a wall in your home. Set-up by chiropractors.
211. Think of dance steps before sleep, to avoid unusual dreams.
212. The core of the soap should be firmer to last longer.
213. Use special gloves taking shower to get more dirt off body.
214. Thigh-hi stockings also has knee tight, for circulation.
215. Opaque knee-highs also has tighter ankle support.
216. Brake pedal and gas pedal in car should be at least 1" further apart.
217. Or, a short stem between the two.
218. One should be higher than the other (gas, brake pedal).
219. At a dance, ladies wearing short skirts, has split for different colors.
220. Dance clubs to carry extra ladies shoes, flats, if they feel change will help feet.
221. Good dance couple volunteers. 5-minute teaching steps. After 9:30p.m.
222. A T.V. set in left corner at Sun Dial. Professionals show tango, f/t, waltz, etc.
223. Under top of men's shoes is soft felt for comfort at top of feet.
224. Heels on men's shoes springy, for dancing.
225. Heels on men's sneakers more springy
226. Better lighting at night between oncoming lanes, and left hand turns.

-
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IDEAS - JANUARY 13, 2009
10, 227. The bow of ladies sandal shoe laces, another pretty color.
228. Soft leather shoes in front (if large), can be adjusted by shoe laces.
229. Warm shower faucet for tingling feet. Washed with Ben-Gay type soap.
230. For extra socks if feet are cold, cut front of other socks for toes only.
231. Hassock in front of favorite chair has blanket to pull over you.
232. Small foot stool should have pull-up handle (folded) for balance.
233. At your same kitchen table for years, you should adjust feet differently.
234. A roller cane to go for a walk.
235. A 5-fmger hand grip for your cane.
236. The arms of a wheelchair can be raised to support you standing up.
237. A pocket near top of cane for C-phone, or whatever.
238. Five toes on bottom of cane. Better support. Can stand by itself.
239. Wear a certain garment to a ball game. Can remove it for cushiony seat.
240. Place a cushiony garment on your back for long car ride
241. Larger seat incorporated in walking cane, which you can sit on.
242. Whistle near top of cane, in case of fall.
243. Extra strong sunglasses for driving into sun during summer.
244. Florescent letters on street signs. White letters against black. No green.
245. Even if you feel unhappy during the day, your evenings could be happy.
246. Unscrew can handle. Magnetic point can pick up fallen items.
247. Folding chairs given out at important golf games.
248. If legs are strained during walk, rest. Try a few dance steps to pep you up.
249. Why can't the front seat of car be turned to get in and out of car?
250. Not a full circle when adding 5" height to toilet for ailing seniors.
251. Can a wheelchair support a patient to stand up? Can fall back into seat.
252. A phone placed on the floor, not table in bedroom, in case you fall.
253. Springy arms in your favorite arm chair lifts you up.
254. Draw up to 7 playing cards to make your hand exciting. A pair draws 5.
255. !flights go out your portable radio has florescent cover, in dark.
256. "Old Fart" printed on back ofT-shirt. Breaks wind when you pat senior.

IDEAS - JANUARY 17,2009
10,257. Long-reach lotion applicator in shower, to scrub back, shaped like fingers.
258. LED lights (no batteries) in every room in the house for emergency.
259. Male learning to ballroom dance has small doll on table to lead. Learn beat.
260. Dancing figures in middle of clock, do waltz, FIT when numerals hit 3-6-9-12.
261. Heart-shaped ring to wear on finger, along with two flat rings for support.
262. Put ankle, knee, calf supports in Microwave, before going dancing.
263. Nail clippers has slide in middle to lift nail for clipping. Avoid bleeding.
264. A cushiony spring for small dog to leap in owners bed, for sleep.
265. Men, loosing belt and zipper when driving car. For comfort.
266. "When all else fails, use your head." Bio-feedback?
267. Car seat has swivel embedded in it.
268. Have numerals on braided stair treads.
269. Jeweled watch band enhances watch face.
270. Car door closes when getting in. No reaching, stretching left arm.
271. Have a timer closing garage door normal or slower. For police.
272. Small C-phone can fit in small men's pocket.
273. On back ofT-shirt: "I took my shower, but that was last week," lower. HaHa!
274. A small Disneyland in malls.
275. Rolling snow plow can have heated wheel frames, to melt snow easier.
276 Small LED flashlight on key chain.
277. Child can play with large piece of putty: animals, stars, houses, cars, etc.
278. Is it easier to screw cork of wine bottle alone, than use pliers.
279. A front high seat mirror hits mirror in back of car to see rear, backing up.
280. Single binocular for passenger next to driver to read street signs ahead.
281. Point a magnetic gun at a dog's magnetic collar, to make him stop barking.
282. A man's hand to be seen and be used as a bra extender.
283. An ear plug placed on old phone to make recorded voice louder.
284. Teenagers can wear cap w/visor in front and back.
285. Call Chinese marketers for my Ideas.
286. An amplifier to wear when you answer the phone, if you need it.
287. A youngster can put coins in teddy bear (he smiles), he squeals when taken out.
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IDEAS - JANUARY 22, 2009
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Hanging shoe holder can make points of shoe a bit longer.
Medical alert information on back of watch. Red frame to alert police.
Owner of hand gun in house has to have it locked.
A small tree-bank grows taller as child grows, dropping coins into it.
One day later can make a big change in your thinking.
An expensive perfume in small bottle, the cap (w/sponge) also w/perfume.
A $100.00 clip for the dollar bills you carry.
Can unhook magnifying glass from thick sunglasses frame.
Your watch shows your mood in color, with a pointer showing red, pink, etc.
Little flowers between babies toes.
The napkin on McDonald's hamburger chocolate flavored, for licking.
Depending on sandwich, you can apply layer of chocolate under the top.
When soup can is opened, add some chocolate flavor.
Add olive pieces to tuna fish sandwich.
Add cherries to pieces of cake.
Double soft chairs in Doctor waiting room. Pillow. Maybe take nap.
Hershey kisses bowl always on kitchen table.
Magnifying glass in pharmacy. To read small print on purchase.
When you are troubled physical, think what you did, or ate, to cause it
If telephone call is interrupted, press restore button.
Vision gadget on phone tells you how long you are talking.
A jeweled hardware nut worn on man's fingers. Tough guy.
Xmas tree decorated with deceased parents or spouse photos.
Why so many pillows to make up bed? A row of 3 separate pillows O.K.
Extra decorated pillow placed under sleeping pillow. Helpful for breathing.
Extra pillows lined up at foot of bed for pets.
In today's world, ifworkmen in your house-keep sharp eye on them.
Batter-up automatic pitcher for kids to bat, has net to catch flying balls.
Thick, heavy spoon for eating oatmeal. More oval shape. Add fruit.
Only during commercials, can child eat his cookies, chocolates, etc.

_
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IDEAS - JANUARY 27, 2009
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Child sitting in toy chair, watching T.V., can play w/piano keys, etc.
Spiritual figure/G-d near bed to bless when asleep or wake up.
Can smother a fire from the air w/huge mat that contains frre progress?
Child's placemat on his kitchen table shows alphabet, States, Presidents.
Booties for children around house can extend as they get older.
Jewelry that women wear can scent of perfume for face and neck.
Less acceleration for cars, not more.
Car smiles when you tum key on at steering wheel.
Hitting 87 is an achievement.
Write poem when hitting 85, a blessing.
Write poem, "How to please."
Zipper slides down when eating too much. Flap opened.
Trouble getting both sleeves on? Arm hole larger.
Comfort Cushion at home/waiting room to tilt for your comfort.
Free standing (flat) light can fit on back of book for more light.
Plastic magnifying glass can fit in back of book, can be moved to pages.
Suction gadget to catch a fly instead of fly swatter.
When setting time to get up, secure the settings, no errors.
Velcro in place of top button on man's shirt, in case neck gets thicker.
Artificial arms attached to a base, magazines stacked on top, arms flip over? Ha!
Double seams around all edges of large American flag on poles. Won't tear.
Double napkin folded over cup of coffee. Keep hot and prevents spills.
Large square coffee table can be in 4 parts, to pull closer for eating at sofa.
Or, can tum it around, and '14 becomes foot rest.
Arm rest pillows on sofa contain blankets. Zips open when needed.
Any type sandwich can be made better with cherries, grapes, walnuts, etc.
Single ladies welcome in auto repair shop to see what will be done.
You can stand and push behind your wheel chair, holding on to walk.
Use a Gorilla glove for Gorilla glue.
Can make forks/spoons heavier to reduce tremor.
Your body has a amazing ability to repair itself. Even in old age?
Stay calm. Go slow. No need to rush or get anxious.
Once the package of a special gift is used, you can reuse the package.
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IDEAS - FEBRUARY 3, 2009
10,351. Can use lovely perfwne-spray bottle as decorative art.
352. Stretched band to fit on wrist to hold shopping/Xmas list.
353. Belt loosens when men eat too much, or in car. Buckle opens.
354. A large foot file softens skin on feet. Also on upper legs.
355. Call HOA and Colby to light condos in Sun City red/green for Xmas.
356. Three legs on a adjustable chair for kitchen to work on, can be higher.
357. Walker for seniors can be narrowed by squeezing flexible center.
358. Machine to clean sneakers in Mall. 50 cents. Dozens of machines.
359. When seniors get up from chair they use Walker arms to spring up.
360. Toilet tissue in small package near favorite chair, to clean nose, etc.
361. Slide pencil inside sticky pad, to have pencil w/pad available.
362. Design around button hole on all shirts. W' around.
363. Extra arm catch near bottom of car window. Easier to open & close.
364. Decorative dots on outer edge of sunglasses, to touch for pleasant mood.
365. If you are nervous/sad touch certain dot to elevate mood.
366. The word "87year old Achievement" should bring comfort.
367. If receptionist shows cleavage, hand her a funny poem that it's improper.
368. "I can do it by myself." To bring comfort and healing to aging·body,
369. Pretend hearing aid not working if you don't like talking to person, group.
370. A deluxe Pedal Pusher can be placed under desk. Use or non-use.
371. A Gel support under soft arch support .
372. In doctors waiting room, ask for magnifying glass of receptionist if reading.
373. When reading paperback, back cover holds plastic magnifying. Full page.
374. Grateful, thankful thoughts when about to go asleep.
375. Socks you will wear tomorrow a.m., placed in slippers along side bed.
376. Earth bag for planting trees should be sectionalized for easy lifting.
377. Cut socks to wear around toes, then regular socks on top.
378. Front of hankie has scrubbing material, to scrub off blood, dirt.
379. Try rubber bc.md or tape to hold two fingers together, to reduce trcmur.
380. Magnetic knee pad can extend down lhc legs io calves.
381. Tuck long hair under top of bra for a brief new look.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 10, 2009
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Acupressure ring worn on tremor finger. Magnetic. Not fancy.
A swivel mop which makes smiling faces on top, moveable. Fun mopping.
Slide hand in pillow case during sleep, for warmth.
A pleasant-scent pillow to relax you fully.
A 6" tall candle can be decorated, besides flame.
Anti-aging wrinkle jar comes with pad under cover, to apply.
Under armpit, a small flat ladies purse for credit cards, I.D., etc.
A mini-telescope springs up from car to see why traffic is jammed ahead.
Inside the cap of medicine bottle, a cutting edge to split pills.
A special stirring spoon for oatmeal, lights up after five minutes.
Two buttons on top of man' s shirt, if neck gets. thinner/thicker.
A roll of scotch tape/masking tape can be made thinner with razor point.
A plastic walker tray for moving food has small napkins, towel under tray.
Cover of checkbook if lost or misplaced says, "please return to J.Z." w/Bible pic.
~thick socks under regular socks to keep feet warm.
Instead of two thicknesses on emery board, a third thickness on part of one side.
A gel foam seat, with back support, for your favorite chair.
Try different arch supports for your snickers daily.
Ankle to calf support if circulation is a problem and legs get cold.
Knee support able to pull down to calves.
A firm wrist and fmger billiard glove, for firm left hand grip.
Adjustable back car seat can move forward for different positions.
Special finger free gloves for arthritis and possible tremor.
Special pillows designed for comfort when sleeping.
Kidnapped ladies can use earrings for 911 call. Or Morse Code?
A plunger has 3" or 6" rubber extension protruding into toilet.
Show no cleavage. Ladies wear bra w/flat cover over breasts.
If smoke billows atop forest or building, a anti-fire retardant missile hurled.
If major hotel fire, guests protected by metal door. Break window for ladder.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 17,2009
10,410. Soon as you wake up, the words Achievement, Attitude, Family, G-d, on wall.
411. No- melt candle, 6" tall, has picture of deceased partner to pray to.
412. Layers of hankies/napkins inside pockets of purse.
413. Tables in hotel lobbies made of bullet proof steel to hide under. Terrorists.
414. Write poem, "Companion for life". Or "Companion of the heart."
415. Fake magnetic frog, cat, dog drinking from well in living room. Soothing sound.
416. Top of wine bottle made sexy after opening. Cap features ladies legs.
417. For artist: American eagle spreads its wings showing American flag.
418. Test for Seniors: Outline of states, see ifthey can identify.
419. A big apple shaped and colored for permanent candle.
420. Fake, small leather pistol holds C-phone.
421. Loop on man's belt can be made of elastic to fit any size belt.
422. If looking for item in large store, phones available to call customer service.
423. If blood on hankie or clothes, quickly wash off with cold water.
424. A cushion design added to toilet seat, to lean forward, evacuate easier.
425. A portable ladder stored in two bedroom home, to lower self in case of fire.
426. A toy helicopter for kids flies around a few feet above the ground.
427. A recorder near your bed to here what you want before sleep, waking up.
428. A colorful polo shirt when men open shirt collar.
429. A child learns to hit buttons on phone in an emergency.
430. Binoculars with LED light to see street signs ahead at night.
431. Walkways as you enter plane, the air treated chemically to defuse bombs.
432. A sculpture figure of wife in living room dancing during my favorite music.
433. Add very colorful3-4" to your usuallampshades. Not too much light in eyes.
434. Widower has special closet with sculptured figure of wife. To be with her again.
435. A copper statue of deceased wife on kitchen table.
436. To relieve anxiety go to bathroom, relieve yourself.
437. Adjustable wrench has female legs that hands grip. Legs open and close.
438. A real problem that you solve, makes you feel better.
439. Baseball clock with bat and balls handles, tells you next T.V. baseball game.
440. Artificial flowers extend from top of lamp post, or bottom of lamp.

IDEAS - FEBRUARY 24,2009
10,441 . Motor vehicles in Iraq stop bombing by robots ahead. Flashing lasers.
442. A laser beam from sheriff/posse car, can look into other cars.
443. A rear view mirror sees what is behind car backing up. Flashing lights.
444. A vacuum cleaner shaped like a shark with open teeth. Ha Hal
445. A small warm blanket for favorite chair in winter time.
446. Put fork into canned desert before you use fork on dinner plate.
447. Computer set-up on huge globe in living room to change names of countries.
448. A wall wood clock. The brass pendulums indicates history of the day.
449. A stained glass on window to reflect sunlight, and bulb light at night.
450. A special impact steel on golf club head.
451. When you buy a bunch of small batteries, the expiration date fades.
452. On Sun City dance floor, man leader has bracelet showing steps.
453 . Touch a battery with paper clip to see if discolored, alive.
454. A photo frame on wall shows step-by-step dance steps by computer.
455. A happy greeting in the ceiling over your bed, when waking up or going asleep.
456. Laser beam on golf club for putting?
457. Body relaxed as you lie down on circulatory device for back/bottom of feet.
458. Lug nuts in car loosen when you get a flat.
459. A red line on golf club putter, to hit in center,
460. If too many guests, sleep on carpet or air beds or heavy quilts.
461. Double cover food in frig. for leftovers.
462. For seniors, before under going surgery asks, "What could happen?"
463. A small heater for public bridge players or dancers in S.C. on floor, for feet.
464. Heated seats at football games?
465. Blowers on football stands to keep fans warm.
466. Golf sticks can be made shorter or taller.
467. Wear a strong finger holder when working on electric saw.
468. Tuck flabby stomach in, for five minutes in favorite chair.
469. If highway traffic jammed, repeated signals tell you side streets open.
470. Center of ceiling fan can warm bed in winter time.
471. When you go 5 miles over speed limit, a red light shows on dashboard.
472. Special binoculars to rent at football game.
473. When walking at night special stick lights up if you fall. Also makes loud noise.

IDEAS - MARCH 3, 2009
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Brief summary ofyour old neighborhood/town sold. Nostalgia.
A father gives teenage son the football, baseball, basketball they played with.
Restore front and back bumpers in car to reduce slight damage.
Small billiard stick in office to hang written notices, instead of clutter on desk.
A regular football also holds circle ofletters.
Different weights on golf balls: light, medium, heavy. For putting.
Add a quarter inch sticky tape in front of shoe stretcher. Extends over sole.
An iPod to listen to music while you try to learn piano, harmonica, etc.
For Seniors, double warm socks on toes.
Binoculars rented at football games, to see replay, or on huge screen.
A large wall clock can be beautiful around the rim.
I'm not G-ds gift to every woman.HaHa .. ...(Natalie' s joke)
Can a electric fan overhead, the scent contribute to bio-feedback?
Call a special# (paid for) to give you good news about yourself recorded.
The above recording will know your history, and solve a current problem.
Aggressive thinking (constructive remembrance) can solve headaches.
A favorite song should make your blood flow from your heart, all over body.
Can a LED flashlight directed at toxins in feet, heart, improve circulation?
A handyman invited to your home by phone, can demonstrate his flexibility.
In bed, ready to sleep a pillow under your legs can give off a scent for sleep.
A special comb which removes dandruff. No brush.
A new wig for men. Back of head only. Curly.
A special pair of shower slippers. Press against pores of feet.
When you have nothing to worry about, fill the vacuum with happy thoughts.
When kids drop coins into money jar, they are rewarded with candy.
When parents take kids to Mall, they withdraw money from kid's ban1c
Top of man's cap can have Velcro to put in freezer/micro before going out.
Put eyebrows over your pets face, for a change. Easily wash off.
A touch of lipstick on edges of mouth. Maybe a darker color?
A clip-on chin massager to reduce sagging neck line, while watching T.V.
Wash your face with moisture cream before bed, to reduce wrinkles.
Why not put Velcro on bandage when nurse gives you a shot? You have support.

IDEAS - MARCH 7, 2009
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Batteries on stalled cars should be listed 1 and 2 to plug in correctly.
Stalled batteries can start with plug-in at dash board in both cars?
When using cab in cities, tell cabbie to coast into red light, save gas.
Engraved in red letters on C-phone, "Don' t use while driving."
Big -0 tires, the name circulates and can be seen and read, while driving?
Golf club sign, near every hole, should have stand-up seats for viewers.
A carpet sweeper has a long tube for liquid to be released by button at handle.
Leftover food can be put in bowl of soup, then into Fridge.
A shoe that looks like a sneaker. White on top, white shoe laces.
Use George Foreman fat remover. Then heat in Microwave.
Electric razor with a W' extension to clear mustache and hairs in nose.
Pants with three buttons to loosen or tighten after eating.
A half dollar coin on kitchen table. Heads up, heads down, depends on mood.
When advertising on T.V., the phone # flashed 2 X, it also on bottom of new ad.
Saturday night dance at Sun Dial gives out free tickets to couples, from church.
For men, a dark line at bottom of grey mustache.
A sticky round pad in back of man's calves makes skinny legs thick,under socks.
What's so hard about music, composers, writing love songs that are understood.
Kids's coins money machine. Parents tell them to remove coins, going to Mall.
Merchants helpers in Mall can be deputized by police, to catch thief.
Use the Yellow pages, call after call, medical or repair, to gather information.
For ladies: a lengthy pajama gown to cover her feet at sleep.
The comer of Sun Dial dance floor has T.V. screen showing dance steps. Repeat.
Burned out grass can be sprayed green to last.
No cleavage for commercial ladies dealing with the public.
Ladies know they are being judged by one sided newspaper ads.
Can empty artistic packaging be recycled for another use?
Folded handkerchief hold napkins in center, to clean nose, ifblood.
If sitting too long, have a timer to remind you to get up and walk!
Wood shoe stretcher from the middle to extend length of shoe.
3-wheel electric scooter enables you to stand, the seat support back.

IDEAS - MARCH 10, 2009
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Belly-button shows when ladies wear Bikinis. Too naked. Design in center.
Run ad in Sun City paper, "Creative people over 80 wanted".
One word read or uttered can have a big affect on you.
Rosalie Zweben: "I am my best friend."
Wear a rubber band around your wrist next to watch, snap, tells how you feel.
Razor blade on other side of pointed scissor.
Maternity clothes need elongated hole which grows in size.
Quit smoking. Light up. Dunk your head in water. Then throw cigarette away.
Double layer drape on second story home can be your ladder sliding to safety.
Smaller purse tightened under upper right arm. Not carried.
Soft arch support can be doubled under arch, if needed. Nothing in front.
Magna-therapy fits over thumb and wrist, may help tremor in fmger.
Add a pad at heel to relieve calf muscle.
A calf support only.
Different design for ladies, clip-on frames only. Not front.
Arch frame for ladies glasses conforms to eyebrows.
"Holy Bible" printed on ladies purse.
Xmas tree lights dim and low or brighter.
A tough nail file can trim toe nails.
When you buy meat in supermarket, ring bell, ask butcher to tenderize.
If seniors have false teeth in front, eating warm cob is a pleasure.
Older, single women should have helper put food in car, and assure safety.
When parking in large area, write on pad location of car. Or extensive buzzer.
Yellow smiling face grumpy before eating, happy smile after meal.
Tires should show red when wearing out.
Can pour hot soup in parts of diner not eaten, to refresh taste.
Red suspenders at work worn by helpers in any shop. I.D. on suspenders.
Four straps (instead of two) atop heavy purse. Two to hold around wrist.
A Velcro pad in back of casual shoes, to fit better in back, if needed.
Over the shoulder bag can strap onto ladies belt.
Light tinted glasses when driving at night, to reduce glare of oncoming traffic.
Whatever happens to you, and you overcome it, you're an Achiever.

IDEAS -MARCH 17, 2009
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Eye glass frame supports hearing aids.
A bath seat clips over side rail of tub, to lift seniors up.
Try to avoid sleeping on your hands, when you tum to side.
Adjustable top of walker tray to carry food, less slippage.
Putty bar pressed against small classified ads can extend view on putty.
If garage door bell rings, have a recording that owner will open patio only.
How to check strangers walking by your kitchen window, no open blinds?
Every year, expand a Lattice Fence w/Xmas lights and decorations.
For police cars, pull down magnetized visor to see license plates, chasing.
Binoculars, also a camera, for police to see license plates, chasing.
Don't be afraid to ask for a prayer, by phone.
A dollar appears to blossom like a flower. Home artificial plant.
Center button on man's suit should be different.
Does stretcher need four men to carry? How about three?
Getting old is a privilege and an achievement!
Bottle cap or medical cap should have small magnifying glass to read small type.
Some people should outgrow their need to suffer.
Emotions can make you vibrant, energetic.
"I can, I will." "I will, I can."
Wonderful, 4-color ads in thick magazine your finger prints show ads looked at.
Round, sticky pads placed atop excellent 4-color ad in magazine.
Sticky approval pasts on outside of excellent 4-color ad in magazine.
Contact lenses can change color of ladies eyes, to match eye shadow make-up.
A colorful safety pin instead of a clip, to hold pages together.
If steering wheel too hot sitting in sun, take cooler cover from glove comp.
All entrance ways, crowded awaiting flight, air-treated with w/anti bomb air.
Businesses lose business w/bad automatic answering, especially for seniors.
Young ladies should speak louder answering your business call.
Wine bottle made sexy. Gorgeous blonde on top.
American eagle wings spreads on take-off of plane. Exaggerated art work.
Test for seniors online, show single outline of states, and capitals.
An apple, large, w/candle always in middle. For memorials.
Write poem, "Companion of the Heart."
Pistol holder for C-phones.
Loop on man's pants can stretch to button near zipper.

IDEAS - MARCH 21 , 2009
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Decorative artificial flowers run down the four comers o living room.
"I don't go anywhere, yet I'm creative."
"You risk danger if you enter this house illegally." Also in Spanish.
Man's wallet held in back pocket by Velcro. More secure.
How can you be alerted that there is danger from a passerby, or crowd?
Small neck pillow could be warmed in Microwave for a minute or two.
Cut socks to fit over toes, then apply regular socks to keep feet warm.
Ladies apply skin-tight liquid, apply thick layer of putty to remove wrinkles?
Intense healing jar comes with pads under the lid.
Magnetic knee braces apply after intense healing cream.
Can you make, automatically, the hairs on your body stand up, sensing danger?
Technology, something sensitive, can alert you to danger.
Aristotle, "nature abhors a vacuum."
Two sofas, side to side can become a double bed.
A special heavier golf ball for putting. No bouncing. For beginners.
Women walking in parking lot carrying purse, the free hand holds a spray.
Women's purse with three handles, larger one around neck.
Man with calf problem can buy socks up to calf. Then a Velcro calfbelt.
Wear ankle support when any part of the leg bothers you.
Men could wear ladies nylon hose under pants, which tighten around calf.
Woman's shape at bottom of tree. Carefully shaped. Branches are arms.
Slim or thick double handles on cane. Can be pressed together.

IDEAS - MARCH 24, 2009
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Hitch hiking in Sun City. Seniors stand at designated spot. Golf carts only.
Floor covering mat at doorway says, "Enjoy your time here."
Strong utility scissors cuts one way. Where the handles are, small scissor also.
If car plunges into water, victim presses button on dash to pop part of top open.
A pencil, eraser, on key chain.
Magnifying glass turned over for stronger viewing.
Makt:! your phone louder because business girls seem to whisper.
Can put metal ear plug in ear when you get a recording on phone.
If light bulb blows, loosen or tighten a turn or two for dim light.
Jewelry on ladies glasses, bridge on nose.
Contact lenses in eyes, might bring on pleasant dreams.
No nose clips on extra reading glasses. The top frame just goes across nose.
Fold glasses and frames in half. Reading glasses only. Rubbery, flexible.
Use slice of lemon for taste on rim of water glass.
Lemon, or fruit juice, at bottom of ice cubes.
Two tennis balls as fabric softener in drying machine.
A small battery charger in back of car.
Carry toilet paper in back of car.
Flexible prod opening for large prong to fit into small electric wall plug.
If prongs are too small for large hole, the size of the hole reduces.
For new girlfriend. buy more expensive toilet paper. Ha Hal
Toilet seat frame for seniors tilted downward for easier evacuation.
Make magnetic tool for men's pockets, to relieve backache.
Small hand rail flips down side of bed. Can be elevated to get out of bed.
Paper cup for coffee rounded from top down to catch spills.
Small indoor pedaling also has roller running up & down your calves.
Hot bath brush massages all over body. You don't have to shower every day.
A flickering LED candle or light near picture of your loved one every night.
Bottom of :front door comes with 2" rubber flap to keep drafts out.
A 4" stick with sponge at end to clean spots in vinyl kitchen.
Broom/dustpan which curls at end, even though dustpan is straight.

IDEAS -MARCH 31,2009
10,859. Presence of alcohol in car lights up edge ofwindow so cops can see this.
860. A neck massager when you lean back for 20 minutes, good for bio-feedback.
861. Neck massager over the head and ears could relieve headache.
862. Large shoulder bag can be secured with clip on to clothing.
863. A wrap around calf bandage extending down from knee pad.
864. The rim around paper cup can tilt to the center to prevent spills.
865. Hold cup of water/coffee from the top. Prevents spilling.
866 A small golf ball attached to key chain, easier to find.
867. Visor in your car hold a recorder. To state ideas as you drive.
868. Ladies shoulder strap clipped tighter on shoulder.
869. A special cap for bed-ridden seniors in nursing homes.
870. Rush Limbaugh: "New ideas, inventions can simulate the economy."
871. A direct LED light aimed at beloved family member on wall.
872. Run razor blade to sharpen knives, scissors.
873. A dictionary which promptly goes to page and word.
874. Under cap of cleaner a sponge to eliminate the stain.
875. Velcro to hold your computer remote in place.
876. A flap on floor to alert you car is parked straight every time.
877. Plastic hook holds urinal for seniors next to bed.
878. All light weight purses stagger on plastic hook on closet door.
879. Organist at Sun City dances hits keyboard once loud for pauses.
880. Rubber or sponge edges on garage door in case your car scrapes edges.
881. Special container to clean socks only with laundry soap and hot water.
882. "Help me push" sign if car is stuck in traffic.
883. Exaggerate: blow up tire punctured by nail/glass to get you going.
884. If men can't find tools, there is a special tool box to help.
885. A special cloth or glove to gloss over damaged car before spraying paint.
886. Doctors should make patients comfortable to write down answers to problems.
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IDEAS - APRIL 7, 2009
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Tooth guidance system in teeth for police to locate kidnapped person.
A legal group of citizens at Mall should ask Hispanics, "Why not learn English."
How can firemen tell if the building on fire will explode when they enter?
Metal shoe storage at night. Can expand front of men's shoes, if desired.
1" ofVelcro to hold man's tom cuffs.
Twist head of large nail to make larger for hammering.
Prongs for wire outlets, one can be become a bit larger or smaller.
LED flashlight always near small transistor radio, if blackout.
Right after take-off, plane engine should emit loud noises to keep birds away.
Flexible man's belt buckle loosens while he is eating.
Large hole in outlet plug can be made smaller for smaller prongs.
Fire bullets from jet engines at birds when taking off?
A temporary tattoo to put on and off arm or shoulder. Sticky.
Can purchase more than $1. hamburger at McDonald's to take home.
If pebble hole in car window, apply liquid glass to fill & smooth. Will harden.
Draw a line before cutting with scissors.
Doggy locked in back seat in comfortable cage.
If car ditches off road, day or night, a huge lighted red balloon can be seen.
A finger sponge for your kitchen table. To easily clean up spills.
"A mood spiral light" in different colors for special rooms.
Add "green" spiral bulbs atop spiral bulb.
Microwave arch supports, if feet feel cold going out.
If cleaning nose, put medical-treated cloth on fingertips.
A fly-trapped bottle. Small, attracts flies, sucked in.
Remove spray handle on plastic bottle, add water, can get more usage.
Round 3" toilet seat can elongate when you seat down, need to wipe yourself.
To slip on socks for the elderly, sew socks to cuff of pants/slacks.
Back of3" toilet seat slanted in front to touch toes. Evacuate easier.
Elastic flexible paper clips can make clip shorter, larger or stronger?

IDEAS - APRIL 14,2009
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Sponge plate or scrubber middle of broom which can be lowered to scrub.
Extra padding in palm of work glov·e can take the place of worn finger gloves.
3" toilet seat addition to lid can be raised when not needed.
Electric plug into walls flexible on each side to plug in and out.
Double outlet plugs, if small or large, can be adjusted to fit any socket.
Make female lips full. Dark curl at each end. Puffy.
A ch~mical on criticali.D. cards can extinguish itself, if stolen. Handled diff.
Before boarding plane, attendant puts colorful tag on your luggage.
Painter, plumber, handyman sends you a card a year later to remember them.
Heavy grass shrubs around the house to jump into in case of fire. 2/3 story.
Use green strips from supermarket bags, to tie plants together.
Leftovers in Frig., decorated with colorful flowers. Room for name.
Headstone decorated with favorite sport for men.
Prevent crossing feet when sitting.
In waiting room a wedge from middle of chair raises feet. Better circulation.
When alone, reading/music a nap can make it a happy occasion, if covered.
Bottom of pie tin is chocolate flavored. Base of pie.
Why is type so small to read in ladies 4-color magazine?
Call Az. Republic to soften, be able to spread classified ads.
Will arthritic gloves from wrist to finger knuckles stop finger tremor?
Circle of your favorite family pictures, with music for 15 minutes.
Can a bra be turned inside out for a different color?
A small pad of tissues in pockets/purse in case of bloody nose or blood sore.
A set of tissues folded into a hankie.
Top of walking/dancing sox are magnetic to reduce calf pain.
A robot growing up with child. He'll always have a buddy near by.
Physicists have got to be creative in Fusion. Cars, power, buildings, etc.
A magnetic ring for tremor finger?
A magnetic necklace, strong, to reduce headache and help bio-feedback.
A magnetic credit card does not recognize chemicals of another hand. Void.
Will not activate only by owners skin/thumb print.
Women's bathing suit not to curve at crotch. Straight across the thighs.
A decorative fabric over the bra to avoid excessive cleavage.
Bunion pain can be relieved by cutting hole in old shoes.
A ceiling fan with a rainbow entering kitchen.
See a rainbow from your window all day long. At setting sun.

IDEAS- APRIL 21,2009
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Suction to catch flies/mosquitoes/bugs in your home.
How to keep socks warm going out? To keep arteries open.
Iron in back ofNBA basket, softened so basketball can bounce in.
Thief holding stolen credit card affects original owners thumb print.
Merchant who knows the credit card is not of the purchaser, destroy it.
Kick any tire of any car and it may affect the fullness.
A handle on toe nail cutter, can be a nail file.
If purse is stolen from lady, the critical contents destroyed?
Front zipper on bra can hold extra car/home key.
When you lift feet onto hassock, it's springy for feet to move up & down.
Like Nitro Tablets in small bottle in pocket/purse, also can carry arthritic.
A knee/cushioned warm material to go to ankles.
Bra strap warm whole body, going out.
Soften peanuts to eat from special can. No chipping teeth.
Two front pages of Daily News Sun and S.C. Independent, front & back.
Purse disintegrates, in thiefs hands?
Car/golf cart stalled in Sun City has less burst of energy to get to safety.
Small plane carries fire retardant mat on take-off. Covers small fires.
Have clever reply when you call merchant & they are away from desk.
When car/bus hits another car, they have to stop. No rollover?
Date on tire tells when to rotate.
How come there are so few accidents/golf carts in Sun City?
When you remove credit card from narrow wallet, leave zipper open.
Bullet-proofbumpers to reduce impact, if accident.
Why can't strong wrinkle-resistant soap to wash face with?
Soap in socks at bedtime, to prevent leg cramps.
Electric candle 6" tall shows picture ofbeloved when you pray.
Radio commercials should not follow each other so quickly. Musical pause.
If men have cramps while sleeping, can wear ladies Titanium silk stockings.
Paper cups for coffee, curled up on top to prevent spills.
A fireman on ground can fly above brush fire w/retardant mat?
Clamp between toes keep turning for circulation. Even sleeping, reading.
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IDEAS - APRIL 28, 2009
10,984. Write poem on ladies low voice on commercial phones. Annoying.
985. How to reply to people "Away from desk?" If ever they call you back.
986. The problems with seniors should remind them of achieving high age.
987. Huge office building blinks lights when too many are on at night. Turn off.
988. FedEx (or other delivery), should call before they drive over.
989. A magnetic pillow to wrap feet around when sleeping.
990. Stapler also punches red staples, to show final, approval copy.
991. Ladies curly hair extends just above cleavage.
992. Ballroom dancing glove for men to carry list of steps, he might forget.
993. Constipation affects mood.
994. Bigger letters on scale you stand on.
995. Decorative pillows light up at night if lights go out in emergency.
996. Good Luck jade and emeralds around face of watch.
997. A man should be able to sew a button on. Extra large needle, hole, etc.
998. Artificial flowers, two feet deep, running across top of patio wall.
999. Back of light in cars flash different colors if youngster playing as car back up.
11,000. Constant use of Cell phone with love partner does away w/missing lover?
01. Why don't Blackberry cell phone take you back a few days?
02. Three legged tall kitchen chair should have backboard.
03. A warning sound when car backs up near an object, or child.
04. Driver of heavy truck should sense tipping of vehicle and prevent tum-over.
05. Old age can be productive, creative years. Plenty of time to Think.
06. Slim wallet carried in man's shirt pocket, buttoned.
07. "You're suppose to be at your desk to answer calls, just like me!"
08. What happened to phone courtesy?
09. "I know it's the electronic age, but I still want to talk to a live person."
10. A 2-second bell (musical sound), between radio/T.V. commercials.
11. Trucks not squared up. "Air Stream" on top of truck/bus avoids tilt.
12. Square, heavier periods at end of sentences in legal documents.
13. A dog senses a friend even if we don't.
14. If medical problem on T.V., doctors should be alerted in case patient asks.
15. Medical.solutions on T.V. in doctor waiting room.

IDEAS - MAY 5, 2009
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Patients should talk to the nurse about problems before seeing doctor.
Patient makes appointment, nurse hears problems, recording gives 3-5 options.
Fire-retardant walls and roofs for condos in Sun City.
Bottom sheet of bed has pocket for feet to prevent strain/sprains. Odor in pocket.
Cell phone records the telephone numbers of commercials, if no pencil/paper.
Ideas heading on Blackberry computer, so owner can think of Ideas a lot.
To prevent truck from tilting, top of truck has guidance system to correct.
A cushion-type towel for bathroom after shower.
Remove small6' ladder from huge one.
If purse stolen, victim right away destroys contents w/electronic button on wrist.
Two nail files joined together on one side, one files, the other clips nails?
Car keys, home keys, only one credit card, SS card that's all ladies need to shop.
Fisherman can tell if bait is attracting fish by wiggle or weight.
If you lock yourself out of car/home, a special pin on key chain slips into hole.
A toilet plunger which blasts away at clogged drain. Also cleans dirty circle.
Wrong thumb print on credit card. it lights up showing thief.
Spray car tires with anti-ice retardant, if going on snowy roads.
Moccasins to put on for short errands.
Special panties which moist easily. Prelude to sex?
When lady is forced by thief to withdraw money, she can scratch single number.
She can tell kidnapper, police will be here quickly because of chip in teeth.
She can claim to have AIDS. Needs protection in mouth and vagina.
School busses should have seat belts.
Lady threatens to bit penis if attacker demands oral sex. He'll be in pain.
Shredder hanging from kitchen cabinet. As you read unwanted mail, shred it.
Slip of paper for grocery list. You see price. Add it up, then check their list.
Frame across top of slim glasses, no nose guard, holds glasses together.
Ladies walking the street carry purse by hand. Double wrap around wrist.
Thick, fluffy, cushy socks all the way up to your calves.
In your home for Seniors a small LED bracelet worn on other wrist.
Use a pumice stone to file personal toe nails.

-

IDEAS -MAY 12 , 2009
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Suction bottom of coaster to prevent coffee, water toppling over.
Heel of soft arch support has rubber prongs sticking up clear arteries.
Stand on a electric vibration machine to relief knee and backache.
Ask pharmacists when you have medical problems, before doctor.
Cut large bagel vertically for two sandwiches, if not hungry.
Machine to clean sneakers in Mall. .SOc. also seated like shoe shine.
Wear warm socks in summer or at dance. Keep feet warm, circulating.
Will a man's haircut make him hear better?
Walker folds up like a cane when senior opens door by himself.
A popular singer like Bruce Springsteen on T.V., not clear, word on screen.
A second thumb print on credit card machine could indicate thief.
Or, permanent thumb print is already on card, second print must match.
Or, the color on card should accept or reject. The color changes.
Anti-wrinkle skin treatment for ladies, worn as a mask going to sleep.
A rainbow flashes over the T.V. set at night, at your will. Press a button.
Can flash female figure on plant with same button.
Develop bad pictures along with good ones.
New car dealers guarantee $25. gas per month for years.
Can't fall off side of ship, or cruise ship. Net at bottom.
Man unemployed goes from door to door asking for work.
Atom bomb strikes major Muslim holy city, if U.S. attached again.
Look up colleges for Design, Advertising, Marketing, etc. for Idea book.
Press red light on your wallet when you give clerk credit card,& returned.
Waiting in Supermarket line more than 15 minutes, gets you candy bar.
Picture of deceased spouse could be sculptured next to your favorite chair.
Double pocket to protect slim credit card wallet.
FedEx should call to see if you are home before delivery.
Large ball for dog. He keeps testing, lick, not chew. Just to play with.
Initials on jewelry necklace. Or men can clip onto tie.
"There has got to be a way to stop spreading forest fires."
Firemen on tower can hurl missile at signs of smoke, starting fire.

IDEAS - MAY 15, 2009
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If someone points a gun at you, special cap brim rolls down to protect chest?
Can a helicopter reverse the open smoke, back to the fire and smother the fire?
Jet-pack used by cops to briefly fly over suspect who is running around.
Wear therapeutic socks in bed to reduce leg sprains.
Politicians in Congress favor illegal vote and cheap labor.
A string on band-aid is a better way to open package.
Filet-mignon sliced into hot dog bun.
Dirigible over forest fire to continuously water the flames?
Why can' t clouds be shifted or seeded to produce water over fire.
Hole in golf game, tapered downward for easier putt.
If a fireman's tower spots a little smoke in forest, hurl a missile of retardant.
If purse is stolen, the C-phone has a chip to alert police. C-phone is registered.
The Ten Commandments should be read every day in the Congress/Senate.
A Walker can be folded into two canes if narrow walkway.
A portable clip-on coffee cup to prevent spills, yet allow drinking.
Plastic for top of coffee cup.
A large shovel hooks onto back of car for snow removal in driveway.
Rolls of hips deliberately put on by sexy ladies.
A pressure point for flashlights which go dead, and no new battery.
Like urinating in toilet, why can' t fire hose bubble and spread?
Between radio/T.V. commercials a soft bell should ring to separate.
A two year calendar on every page, with my Ideas. Specify date and year.
Fifty years of Ideas coming up.
Eat with other hand, if tremor. Learn.
Two missiles hurled at beginning of forest fire.
Will a oil base slim over forest fire do better than water?
Give David, my grandson, two hundred Ideas for voice recognition.
Also, have David re-write JoeZ' s ten Ideas for distribution.
Wear magnifying glasses when shooting pool/billiards.
Would magnifying glasses help baseball batter/tennis player?
A computer in Supermarket to punch in product that you are looking for.
Write lyrics of a simple love song like those songs of the 40' s & 50's.

IDEAS - MAY 19, 2009
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Bottom oftree trunk, add extension branches for unusual beauty.
School teachers/principals who retire after 30 years, write regrets.
Politicians, lobbyists, in Congress, when retired should publicize mistakes.
A mat on the floor as you enter the home says, "Step in, welcome."
Tomato plants on each side of trunk of tree. Decorative.
When taking kids to Mall, bring food so all can eat free.
Pants and shirt match, combo, on same hanger in closet.
Jumbo storage of quilts and pillows can be used to sit on.
Patch that dent in car w/screen patch. Paint over, smooth it out.
Can old pictures of your father and mother be made to show them dancing?
A cardigan sweater sleeve can be stretched into a glove. Either hand.
How about flat shoes for classy ballroom dancing?
Volunteer to go around Hospice patience who are afraid of dying.
When police searching for street robber, a jet pack on back can elevate them.
Toilet paper for elderly can be thick/thicker.
Cleansing area on toilet bowl for elderly should be more open.
Series oflarge plastic bags, on wheels, pull one out to pick up brush.
Special slippers rotate around toes when sitting in favorite chair at night.
Cats and dogs can sniff an illness on a human. Medically trained.
When police answer emergency calls, they should have "x-rays" beyond door.
No charge to disabled veterans reading Senior Moments. Make them creative.
Soapy towel to clean your feet during and after shower.
Like McDonald's has coke, Pepsi- hardware store has at least 8 cleaning refills.
Artificial flowers on picket fence patio border.
White eraser on fountain pen or pencil to correct error.
Small pencil for side pocket on man's shirt with clip to hold on.
Read instructions on new gadget. If not clear go to computer to illustrate.
Scratch away pad to reduce pebble hole in car window.
Have a holder for glasses on bathroom sink.
Chemical treated water stays above forest fire & water spreads like sprinkler.
Hom on train lower at night in residential areas. Stronger blinking lights for cars.

IDEAS - MAY 22, 2009
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Can a thief open a garage door late at night?
The popular paper clip, placed in the proper box can write.
Would a dentist object if mail patient asks to hold his penis, if pain.
Cover a pencil point, from fountain pen top, to sharpen pencil.
Keyboard on computer should not show two letters (errors) if strong hit.
An up-to-date geographical data. New names, capitals, population, etc.
Hire a 12-14 year old to teach you computer, laptop, etc.
Checking bank register every month. Put extra money into acct. No problems.
Seat belt for passenger can loosen if sleep.
Firemen use a steel fist to break small comer of window to get into house.
Exhilaration comes with achievement in your old age.
Two pin numbers instead of one on credit cards, withdrawing money from bank.
Special skylight glass chemically treated to clean kitchen floor.
Both side mirrors on cars worn driver that other cars are too close.
Too many songs by singer in a row on CD is too much. Variety helps.
Thinking creatively most of the time is healthy.
A special strawberry, pineapple in center of pizza.
Widen basketball court two feet. Players are too big. You'll see better plays.
Women wear colorful ties with shirts at ballroom dance. New style.
A nickel slot machine guarantee to win before losing one dollar.
Seniors in wheelchair have springy heels to stand up, yet hold on.
Items ladies usually need should be near front door. So don' t forget.
Small chip in car/house window can be washed w/chemical to reduce split.
Builders should put more wall outlets in house.
"Who will carry on these Ideas ifl'm gone?"
Why need bathroom tub cleaner?
Music is music. Natives in deep Africa enjoy their music as I do mine.
"Charles Barkley" sign on road to indicate No fast driving.
Double bed to sleep on for two guests made from two sofas together.
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An opinion box exiting doctors office: A,B,C,D. No names.
Flexible nose guard on glasses, ear piece flexible. Folded for purse.
If car stalls, have a small battery in trunk to get you started.
Put cool gloves on (under seat), when wheel is parked in sun.
Can slow clock to give you more time (minutes),real hands underneath.
Dual hose w/water/fertilizer for lawn.
Top 4-color magazine will mail a dozen copies, years back, for $10.00.
Skipping while taking your daily walk.
How to avoid unpleasant dreams during sleep? Sleep on same side.
Laptop computer can play music. You can put piano keys on base of keyboard.
What damage to health of Senior if living alone for years? No dusting.
Can a group of flowers in water grow next to your favorite chair? Add food.
Avoid opening garage door every time it rings.
Outdoor chair with small wheels.
All Condo members should call other members in blackout emergency.
Button to start car on key chain. Thief cannot break into car to start it.
Hardware stores offer refills of empty cleaning products bottle. Cheap refill.
Window doors inside create a colorful design for a few of them.
Watery sponge available at kitchen table when eating.
Crack filler in sidewalk. A pad can smooth crack the same color. Buy it.
Two inch wide sealing tape can have notch to cut in half.
Large open needles for older men to restore a button.
Scissor handle can also be a razor blade.
When hammering add bulk to top of nail. No finger damage.
Shower cleaner for back also rotates.
Bath/shower bench molded to hold soap on the side.
Two hammer head on handle, one large, one small.
Small foot bath easily in reach ofbench in shower, to soak feet.
Roofing atop condos: anti-fire retardant to stop fire to next condo.
A special plug in wall to light up room in a blackout emergency.
Another amber light before intersection one block before red light.

